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behalf of the women’s food conserva
Ayer. During the afternoon plans of
tion committee, whose headquarters
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work were presented by Miss Irene
Idaho
is now established at Liberty cottage.
of hours;
how loss of home and following from the Lewiston
Headley Arms, Mrs. R. H. I. Goddard
And then she suggested 10 “do’s.”
triends and all sorts of privileges, paper.
of Providence, told of the work in
even simple things like telephones
which she declared would be of great
One of the largest farm deals of
Rhode Island, and Miss Holmquist
and auto rides, can beat down the record in the Lewiston valley was
value in aiding the nation to settle the
led a discussion of future plans. An
! courage and the development of a conc luded yesterday when Ira Small
imperative question of food demand
address by Miss Margaret Slattery
man. If anything can be done to ad sold to Ray and Wayne Henseller
and supply. They were these:
was also a feature of the afternoon
of Aahena. Oregon. 586 acres of land
"Do use one-third corn, rye, oatmeal,
just this condition before these boys lying to the south of the Lapwai road,
session.
barley or rice with two-thirds white
I cross seas to meet unknow-n horrors the livestock and equipment of the
flour when you make your bread.
j it should be done, and we should he Small farming operations and gave
a five-year lease on the Small home
"Do this because we have got to send THE DRAFT MADE
I willing to bear our part of the cost
farm of 2,300 acres. The investment
across the water 450,000,000 bushels of
thereof, too.
in the land purchased, the livestock
REALLY SELECTIVE
wheat.
and equipment, is approximately $80,The objection
to the
Selective"D o use butter only on the table.
000. the price of the land being $100
Draft Law, that it drafted but did not
j HUNDRED WEIGHT AS
per acre. The terms of the lease
"D o cook with oleo, vegetable oils,
select, is removed by he Government’s
for the payment of $3 per acre
meat drippings and so on.
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THE BASIS OF SALE provide
per year.
new plan of applying the measure,
“Do use all the soap you need to
j The bureau of markets, department
The Small home place will be oc
as announced in the press by Majkeep clean, but not a flake more.
|of Agriculture, in a co-operation with cupied by Messrs. Henseller, Mr.
Gen E. N. Crowder, the Provost Mar
‘Do understand that the reason
the Perishable Division of the Food Small and family expecting to spend
shal. A Washington dispatch advises
fats are so scarce and so necessary is
Administration has decided to un the winter in California.
us that nothing since the passage of
The Small home place was taken
that explosives are made of glycerine
dertake a campaign to induce the
the law has caused more real grati
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a homestead 32 years ago and has
and glycerine is made of fats.
trade over the entire country to con
fication inside and outside the Gov
been continuously occupied by the
“Do save sugar.
duct transactions in potatoes on the famiy since that time. The holdings
ernment than the splendid scheme
“Do have your cake, but eat it with
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has been piped into all buildings and
ference with the exemption boards of
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J The benefits to be derived from electric lights and power are pro
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“Do understand the reason for all
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this. Germany before the war raised
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At the recent conference of leading sen, of Helix, Oregon, purchased from
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War draft, tvhich was a melancholy 1^^j^Lleman who is reallv one of the women who understand the conditions
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while this is a huge sum, yet in
erations on the Ingraham ranch and
"I must say this khaki camping you have brought up your young peo- distress some folks unnecessarily. J Of all the sections reporting. Pres- will move here early in the spring
amount it is no more than the Euro
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solid phalanx of women workers in the boy’s tent you have on.
home with all conveniences has been
ship, every unpleasant thing that knowing perhaps from their examples braska changing over the past week.
provided and the highest state of pro
And if it is
their fathers and mothers endured, to what results followed.
Chicago and Minneapolis have used it duction has been attained.
begin with: they have been brought doing things which to the men of an for some' timer
The deal tor the Ingraham place
was negotiated by George H. Banaka,
up under entirely different conditions older school seem foolish or needless,
of the firm of Foerschler & Banaka
from your line of life. You had no it must be taken into account that
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MARRIED
MEN
the
men
of
today
have
an
entirely
telephones, automobiles, vietrolas, or
Col. Charles W. Taylor, command
White Ways. You had no such easy different training and tendency of
A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
life to begin with, therefore none of thoughts and interests lhan the men ing the army recruiting stations in
When you make a present of The
New England, has received notice Youth's Companion you are giving
these things to forego. The tempta of ad years ago.
from
the war department that married not merely the means of wholesome
None of us ran realize what it
tions of modern life were a closed
men
may enlist in the army.
The
book to the boys of your time, and no means to a young man to he plucked
pleasure and fascinating information
S o m e th in g
in
such conditions had to be overcome. from his school, his office, his desk, order brought with it a schedule of every week. The Compapion is all
O u r fresh made goods have the “ pull” and always are
You went into war immediately from and set into an enclosure where thou government allowances to take effect that.
But it is something more.
)
your door, and in your own Country, sands more of young men just like from last week.
Hundreds of letters to The Companion
---------------------------------repeaters ---------We
The new regulations provide that \speak of the influence of the paper
among your own people at that; you himself havi been set down
were not housed up for weeks, per can't realize' what it means to tin* in the government can give a maximum j in binding home ties. The mothers
“ T h e T a s te L in g e r s ”
*
This al and fathers and the boys and girls in
haps months, waiting to be shippei dependent youth of today to bo slid- allowanci ' of C5b a moil h
to
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—
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w
hi<
h
a
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W e have a Special Sale of Home M a d e
Candi es
5^
s well as common interest in the same duties
make dv er to his 'umily
^
-------E t e r y S a t u r d a y — ------------the stati allowanc* of $4b a month. and recreations, and they all regard
puts the income of a pri va tes family The Companion as one of themselves
e the $1 bn mark e;ieh month. It has a personality and a character
the great work that faces the nation.
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Great Chrysanthemums

HRKK or four of these Uig Beauties in
a vase will he the greatest investment
in enjoyment that money can bin.
you have a sick friend,
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{ f f f W e want you to know the advantage of buying your
*■ Jewelry w here you can be absolutely sure of super
quality and service without havin g to pay

/fo irrrs

that cheer.

If

it is always

Remember this,

and then make your sick f r i e n d

a

happy remembrance.
<Jj Call up Chadwick,

anytime, and he

will do the rest very promptly.

for that

assurance, more than a reasonable profit.
{ I f W e desire to show you the many
^

beautiful things

that are constantly arriving at our store suitable for
gifts on any occasion.

{j| W e sollicit your patronage on the merit of our goods
and the fairness of our prices.

J .

D.

J E W E L E R
M ARKET

All Dutch Bulbs will be
here Nov. 2 nd.

Supply is

short — O r d e r

Early

P E R R Y
O P T O M E T R I S T

A N D

SQUARE

»

HOULTON,

M A IN E

Chadwick, f l o r i s t
Conservatories 16 H ig h Str.

Houlton, M aine

ders read that fh e govern' ment must pay a wife a minimum
amount of $15 a month. If there is a
j child the amount is $25 a month: for
two children the amount is $22.5b and
jan allowance of $]<» js made for each
I parent.

unique among publications, and you
cannot introduce a more inspiring in
fluence into any home circle.

It is not publication merely —it's a
friend. The Companion alone is $2.bn,
but the publishers make an Extraord
inary Double Christmas Present Offer.
j In addition the schedule also pro — The Youth's Companion and Mc
vides disability payments.
Perma Call's Magazine together for $2.25
nent disabilities allow a private to
This two-at-one-price offer includes:
receive as much as $100 a month pen 1. The Youth's Companion— 52 is
sion. There is also provision for pen sues in 1918.
sions in case of death such pensions
2. All remaining 1917 issues
of
running to $5000,
The Companion free.
Col. Taylor stated that the remov
3. The Companion Home Calendar
al of the bar to married men enlist
for 1918.
ing in the army will result in a large
4. McCall’s Magazine— 12 fashion
number of recruits signing up for
numbers
in 1918.
service. He declared that the army
All for only $2.25.
officials are forced to turn down a
large number of men each day be
TH E Y O U T H ’S COMPANION,
cause of their being married.
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
New Subscriptions Received at this
Office.
Special Kentucky Course
A keen eyed mountaineer led his
overgrown son into a country schoolhouse. “ This here boy's arter lam 
in'," he announced. “ What's yer bill
o’ fare?"
“ Our curriculum, sir,” corrected the
schoolmaster, “ embraces geography,
arithmetic, trigonometry— ’
“ That'll do," interrupted the father.
“ That’ll do. Load him up well with
triggernometry. H e’s the only poor
shot in the family.”

In Wrong Either Way
“ I’m in hard luck. ’
“ Why?"
"I told Belle she was the first girl
J ever loved, and she said she couldn't
waste her time training amateurs.
Then I told Nancy I had made love
to other girls, but that she was my
real passion, and she asked me if she
was a cultured taste with me or
forlorn hope.”

a
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TO FOOD SAVERS

Other speakers were Miss Louise
Holmquist, secretary for the depart
ment of method; Miss Lena M. barrar, executive secretary for the north
east field, and Mrs. Endicott Peabody,
who spoke for the hostess house at
Ayer. During the afternoon plans of
work were presented by Miss Irene
Headley Arms, Mrs. R. H. I. Goddard
of Providence, told of the work in
Rhode Island, and Miss Holmquist
led a discussion of future plans. An
address by Miss Margaret Slattery
was also a feature of the afternoon
session.

"Practice thrift. Do your bit.” was
the text of the little sermon preached
by Mrs. William Tilton from Liberty
bridge in front of Liberty cottage in
B o s t o n , last week in a talk on
behalf of the women's food conserva
tion committee, whose headquarters
is now established at Liberty cottage.
And then she suggested 10 “do's.”
which she declared would be of great
value in aiding the nation to settle the
imperative question of food demand
and supply. They were these:
"Do use one-third corn, rye, oatmeal,
barley or rice with two-thirds white
flour when you make your bread.
"Do this because we have got to send
across the water 450,000,000 bushels of
wheat.
"D o use butter only on the table.
"Do cook with oleo, vegetable oils,
meat drippings and so on.
“Do use all the soap you need to
keep clean, but not a flake more.
‘Do understand that the reason
fats are so scarce and so necessary is
that explosives are made of glycerine
and glycerine is made of fats.
"D o save sugar.
"D o have your cake, but eat it with
out frosting.
"D o send meat to our boys abroad
by eating in its place fish, poultry or
baked beans.
"D o understand the reason for all
this. Germany before the war raised
fouHIfths of her own food, England
only one-flfth, Prance only one-half.
Besides, Germany over-ate. So by
ellclency and economy Germany has
been able to meet her food emer
gency.”

Sending B ack P o s t a l s

THE DRAFT MADE
REALLY SELECTIVE
The objection
to the
SelectiveDraft Law, that it drafted but did not
select, is removed by he Government’s
new plan of applying the measure,
as announced in the press by Maj Gen E. N. Crowder, the P rov ostM a r
shal. A Washington dispatch advises
us that nothing since the passage of
the law has caused more real grati
fication inside and outside the Gov
ernment than the splendid scheme
which the Provost-Marshal, with the
approval of Secretary Baker and Pre
sident Wilson, has evolved after con
ference with the exemption boards of
several States.
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supervision
BIG FARM DEALS
subject to rules and directions from
Two
natives
of Aroostook have made
the fellow perhaps who sat
beside
him in class the week before, with large land deals in the west, which
court martial and a possible death shows that it takes money to buy
i ranches.
penalty hanging over him if he re
Mr. Ira Small a former resident of
bels.
We can't
understand
how
camp fare, after unrestricted indul Ludlow, who left here r»l years ago.
gence; how set hours, after all sorts figured in one, as will be seen by the
Idaho
of hours;
how loss of home and iollowing from the Lewiston
triends and all sorts of privileges, paper.
even simple things
like telephones
One of the largest farm deals of
and auto rides, can beat down the record in the Lewiston valley was
courage and the development of a concluded yesterday when Ira Small
man. If anything can be done to ad sold to Ray and Wayne Henseller
of Aahena, Oregon. 586 acres of land
just this condition before these boys King to the south of the Lapwai road,
cross seas to meet unknown horrors the livestock and equipment of the
it should be done, and we should be Small farming operations and gave
willing to bear our part of the cost a five-year lease on the Small home
farm of 2,300 acres. The investment
thereof, too.
in the land purchased, the livestock

HUNDRED WEIGHT AS
THE BASIS OF SALE

and equipment, is approximately $80,000. the price of the land being $100
per acre. The terms of the lease
provide for the payment of $3 per acre
per year.
The Small home place will be oc
cupied by Messrs. Henseller, Mr.
Small and family expecting to spend
the winter in California.
The Small home place was taken
as a homestead 32 years ago and has
been continuously occupied by the
famiy since that time. The holdings
have been enlarged from time to
time untii the total acreage reached
2,886 acres. Large fields are seeded
to alfalfa, silos have been built, water
has been piped into all buildings and
electric lights and power are pro
vided for the home and farm build
ings.
These improvements h a v e
placed the Small place in the front
rank of the modern farms of the Pa 
cific northwest and in addition to the
extensive farm operations much at
tention has been given to livestock,
and hogs and cattle bring in a very
material portion of the revenues each
year.
In addition to building up the beau
tiful farm home Mr. Small has been
a community builder and the per
manent macadam road extending
from the city limits to the Small gate,
five miles east of the city, will re
main a permanent monument to his
efforts in promoting the community,
in which he has resided for these
many years. For the past several
years Mr. Small has had associated
with him in the farming operations
his sons, Roy and Raymond.
The other deal was by Mr. Ingra
ham who left Ludlow 48 years ago.

The bureau of markets, department
of Agriculture, in a co-operation with
the Perishable Division of the Food
Administration has decided to un
dertake a campaign to induce the
trade over the entire country to con
duct transactions in potatoes on the
basis if the hundred-weight instead
of the basis of bushels, barrels, and
bags of various sizes ranging from
80 to 200 pounds.
The benefits to be derived from
such a standardization of the present
The chief provision of the new sys
method hardly needs to he pointed
tern is that it ranges men of draft age
out. At the present time many sales
in five classes, according to the or
are made on the liasis of some parti
der of liability, so that the United
cular measure which is not known
States, if necessary, may have a sup
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posting lists and much work in as- breaking your teeth, and coffee made conditions, it is sensible and evident
ods he has adopted aboard ship a’o-’ g
telligent comparisons of prices in dif
|sembling personal information, are to from- burnt beans and other delicious that things must be adjusted to meet
food conservation lines.
ferent sections could be made. At
be the chief instruments in this revo stuffs. I went cold, and hungry, and them. Whether the boys of ’63 got on
Other speakers at the rally v r
this time when the public are interest
lution.
never knew what It was to feel satis- without food and clothing or not, is no
One of the big real estate deals of
Victor A. Heath, chairman of the Iiosed in food prices, an intelligent basis
the season was closed yesterday when
As for the registered man, he may fled with eating. I had one uniform reason why our boys of ’17 should be
toa public safety committee, and Miss
'o f comparison is especially desired.
Henry Henricksen and Bert HenrLckfor things they
Antoinette Roof, the federal appointee depend on the statement of General and when it wore out, stole clothes Civil War suffered
At the recent conference of leading sen, of Helix, Oregon, purchased from
as a state agent to co-operate with the Crowder that “the man who can least from dead men to cover myself with; need for bodily or mental - conffort. potato handlers with Mr. Hoover, the Hollingsworth & Green the John In
640 acres, located
sate board of agriculture, both of be spared either as the head of a that’s what the Civil War was, and Even more so, for moral comfort and 50 or more firms present unanimously graham farm of
whom talked conservation and empha family or the head of a business look at the business we are getting moral recitude. If the soldiers of the pledged their support to any move eight miles southeast of the city, the
consideration being $66,000.
things they
necessary to the defense of the na today! They think these soldier boys Civil War suffered for
sised its need.
ment that would standardize the basis
The purchase was made by the
j
must
be
fed
like
the
Hotel
Touraine;
should
have
had,
all
the
more
reason
tion
will
be
the
last
to
go.”
If
is
In connection with the women's
of their transactions on the hundred Messrs. Hendricksen after they had
they must have opera shows and vie- that the same mistake should not be ,
hoped
that
married
men
with
child
work a meeting of great interest was
weight. E. P. Miller met the shippers visited many sections of the north
trolas, movie pictures and band con made twice and that the boys of toheld in Boston, at which the princi ren, of whom a good many are now
of Aroostook county at Fort Fairfield west. They are now extensively en
certs, libraries and visitors at camp day should be protected from disease
pal address was delivered by Mrs. in camp, will hereafter not be sent in
on Nov.2. for this same purpose. gaged in farming in the Helix sec
every day or so to kee i them good and hunger and cold and anything
tion. but after reaching a decision to
advance
of
unmarried,
independent
Francis B. Sayre, daughter of Presi
It was very gratifying to see Maine enlarge their operations, commenced
natured. What is the matter with the else which may decrease their usefulmen
unless
their
economic
status
is
dent Wilson, who spoke of the work
shippers take the same stand as many an investigation of the various farm
men of today? Haven't they got any j ness as soldier or their health as a
of the w ar work council organized by unusually high.” The new plan is a l
of tht* western states. At this meet ing sections of the northwest. Two
man so long as we r an supply these j
the National Young Women s Asso distinctly forward effort toward bring- i backbone of themselves, or must they
ing those present pledged themselves trips were made to the Lewiston val
things.
|
ley before the decision was made to
ing
order
out
of
chaos.
There
was
,
be
entertained
like
a
bunch
of
kids
to
ciation. Mrs. Harold Peabody, chair
to the following resolutions:
After purchase here was made. In reach
no
experience
to
guide
us
in
the
appli-1
keep
them
on
their
job?'
This
is
the
lesson
which
Secretary
|
man of the New England committee,
Nov. 5. they would agree t ) grade ing this decision, the climatic fea
.
.
cation of draft laws except the Civil- | The answer that was made to this Daniels and hundreds of men and ,
presided.
! their stock in accordance to Circular tures, accessibility to markets, pro
War draft, which was ‘‘a melancholy ! gentleman, who is realh one of the worn™ wim understand the , ..millions ' |g|l||M) ||V
w|) , help duction and opportunities for estab
Mrs. Sayre referred to the $4,000.fizzle."
lishing a modern farm home were
bravest
soldiers,
and
best
all
round
000 budget which this organization
,1S- ar'' r," vinK ....... .
,ht' sloek using the lum.lre.lweighl as the
taken into consideration.
people and this is the reason tor the
.
.
.
, , . ,
fellows
you
ever
knew,
was
on
the
'
1
basis ot sale, and to take their men
has for its work, but declared that
Bert Hendricksen will direct the op
s,r„„,
A Misfit
one side. “ The trouble is with the way .var ramp aetivities whirl! seem to , fr(>m ()(f
while this is a huge sum, yet in
erations on the Ingraham ranch and
>n , h(, M,,.tions
‘‘I must say this khaki camping you have brought up you ■ young peo ,..stress some folks mnteeessanly. |
amount it is no more than the Euro
will move here early in the spring
out tor help to pro- i
, „
. .
v v
ple for one thing, you yourself as well The call is going
It is his plan to im*
I que Isle and Rochester, N. 1 . are with his family
pean nations are destroying every skirt is a loose fit.”
have been tect against just such conditions as ithe only places not using the hundred- |Prov<1 an,l develop the place as rap“ You’re in wrong auntie, That is as other people. They
hour. She urged the necessity of a
brought up to be spared every hard- the men of the Civil War went through, j weight, Hemingford and Alliance N e idly as possible until a modern farm
solid phalanx of women workers in 1the boy’s tent you have on.
——
................. .................................................................... ....
|^
j ship,
every unpleasant thing that knowing perhaps from their examples braska changing over the past week. home with all conveniences has been
provided and the highest state of pro
^
__
|their fathers and mothers endured, to what results followed.
And if it is Chicago and Minneapolis have used it duction has been attained.
d & d & d & d & d & d & d & d t f d t f d f t d t f j t f d S F J t t W , j begin with; they have been brought doing things which to the men of an for some time
The deal for the Ingraham place
|up under entirely different conditions cider school seem toolish or needless,
was negotiated by George H. Banaka.
of the firm of Foerschler <& Banaka
I from your line of life. You had no it must be taken into account that
A T

t>

M i l l a r ’s
S o m e th in g N ew in Candy E v e ry W eek
O u r fresh made goods have the

‘ •pull”

and

alw ays

are

k
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“The T a ste L in g e r s ”
We

have

a
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Sale
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Hom e

Made

Candies

E t © ry S a tu rd a y —
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.telephones, automobiles, victrolas. or
White Ways. You had no such easy
life to begin with, therefore none of
these things to forego. The tempta
tions of modern life were a closed
hook to the hoys of your time, and no
such conditions had to be overcome,
\ on went into war immediately from
your door, and in your own Country,
among your own people at that; you
were not housed up for weeks, perhaps months, waiting to be shipped

WILL ENLIST MARRIED MEN
the men ot today have an entirely
Col. Charles W. Taylor, command
different training and tendenev of
thoughts and interests than the men ing the army recruiting stations in
New England, has received notice
of 50 years ago.
None of us can realize what
it from the1 war department that married
The
means to a young man to he plucked men may enlist in the army.
order
brought
with
it
a
schedule
of
from his school, his office, his desk.
and set into an enclusure where thou- government allowances to take effect
sands more of young men just like from last week.

Great Chrysanthemums

you have a sick friend, it is always
IN

THE

A B L E

PURCHASE
T O

OF JE W E L R Y

R E L Y

O N

------------- A P P R E C I A T I O N

OF

FKW

T H E I R

ARK

OWN

W O R T H ----------------

|We want you to know the advantage of buying your
you can be absolutely sure of super
quality and service without having to pay for that
assurance, more than a reasonable profit.

«FJewelry w here

( f f W e desire to show you the many

/lo irrrs

that cheer.

Remember this,

and then make your sick f r i e n d

a

happy remembrance.
tij Call up Chadwick. anytime, and he
will do the rest very promptlv.

beautiful things

that are constantly arriving at our store suitable for
gifts on any occasion.
f l W e sollicit your patronage on the merit of our goods
and the fairness of our prices.

short — O r d e r

D .

J E W E L E R

Supply is
Early

P E R R Y
A N D

MARKET SQ U A R E

O P T O M E T R I S T
»

HOULTON,

M A IN E

j In addition the schedule also pro; vides disability payments.
Permaj-nent disabilities allow a private to
i receive as much as $100 a month pen■sion. There is also provision for pen
sions in ease of death such pensions
: running to $5000.
i
Col. Taylor stated that the remov! al of the bar to married men enlist
ing in the army will result in a large
number of recruits signing up for
l i e declared that the army
service
officials are forced to turn down a
large number of men each day be
cause of their being married.
Special Kentucky Course

All Dutch Bulbs will be
here Nov. 2 nd.

J .

A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION

When you make a present of The
Youth’s Companion you are giving
not merely the means of wholesome
pleasure and fascinating information
every week. The Compapion is all
that.
But it is something more,
j Hundreds of letters to The Companion
The new regulations provide that 'speak of the influence of the paper
himself have been set down.
We
can't realize what it means to the in- the government can give a maximum J
; in
itl binding
1)in(ling home
home tie
ties. The mothers
$50 a month. This al and fathers and the hoys and girls in
dependent youth of today to be sud- allowance
lowance. in addition to half the Companion families are very close
month s pay which a soldier may knit in their affections. They have a
make over to his family. a> well as common interest in the same duties
th*' state allowance of $4o a month, and recreations, and they all regard
puts the income o'.' a privates family The Companion as one of themselves
.well above the $lun mark each month. It has a personality and a character
; The orders read that the govern- unique among publications, and you
' ment must pay a wife a minimum cannot introduce a more inspiring i:v
amount of $15 a month. It' there is a tluence into any home t irde.
j child the amount is $25 a month; for
It is not publication merely—it's a
II REE or four of these Dig Beauties in
I two children the amount is '$22.5o and friend. The Companion alone is $2.Oh.
j an allowance of $ln is made for each hut the publishers make an Extraord
a vase will he the greatest investment
Iparent.
inary Double Christmas Present Offer.
in enjoyment that money can b i n .
If

Chadwick, f l o r i s t
Conservatories 16 H ig h Str.

Houlton, M aine

A keen eyed mountaineer led his
overgrown son into a country schoolhouse. "This here boy's arter lam 
in’," he announced. “ What's yer bill
o' fare?"
“ Our curriculum, sir," corrected the
schoolmaster, “ embraces geography,
arithmetic, trigonometry— ”
“ That'll do," interrupted the father.
“ That’ll do. Load him up well with
triggernometry. He’s the only poor
shot in the family.”

— The Youth's Companion and Mc
Call’s Magazine together for $2.25
This two-at-one-price offer includes:
The Youth's Companion— 52 iss u p s in 1918.
1.

2. All remaining 1917 issues
The Companion free.

of

3. The Companion Home Calendar
for 1918.
4. McCall’s Magazine— 12 fashion
numbers in 1918.
All for only $2.25.
TH E Y O U T H ’S COMPANION,
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
New Subscriptions Received at this
Office.
In Wrong Either Way

“ I'm in hard luck.”
“ Why?"
“ I told Belle she was the first girl
I ever loved, and she said she couldn’t
waste her time training amateurs.
Then 1 told Nancy I had made love
to other girls, but that she was my
real passion, and she asked me if she
was a cultured taste with me or
forlorn hope.”

a

HOULTON
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membered
as playing the
leading
part in "The Million Dollar Mystery ’
Air. Thompson will preach In the- will be seen at this theatre Friday,
Union Church next Sunday.
Nov. 16th, in the Pathe-Gold Rooster
Mrs. Asa Bragg of Houlton was the play “ The Woman in White” from
week end guest of Airs. Alden Varney. the story hv Wilkie Collins. A car
I Airs. Weldon Gildred of Ludlow, was toon comedy, entitled "From Kitchen
visiting her daughter, .Mrs, Dora Smith .Mechanic to .Movie Star" is also o f
~ ! Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Wolverton of
All correspondence eent to the Houlton wevP th« WPek end
n last week.
fered on this program.
Mis.- Florence 1.avers, of Portland.
SaPii'day Nov. 17th. is Vari- iy Day
T IM E S Office on R. F. D. route will his parents. Mr. am! Mrs. ,l. A Wo*. M'-.. gave a very inim csting reading
j One. < t the “ O. Ibmry mm i;-s i i verton.
reguire only 2 cents postage.
;a this place .Monday evening.
{parts, a Black Bat -trey in two p.au
At the parsonage on Wedimsduv
Mr. and Airs. Alfred Henderson of
Nov. 7, Rev. H. H. Bosnian united in Ci eon Road. X. lb. were visiting' M; la ad a sparkle comedy will be shown
OAKFIELD
.marriage. James Halbert of this town and Alls. Elias Lagers, Sunday.
B A N K R U P T 'S Pc. I : iOU FDR Oib
W . S. Lewin of Houlton was a bust and Miss Etta London of Moutmelio.
All’s. Flormn e Dickinson of I m m
■ The
next meeting
of
LittleP n
ness call *v In town Thursday.
CHARGE
I'lir.irr, was visiting her parent:- Mr
Mr. G. W. Wiseman of WatervilR. Grange will be held Saturday. N’ov and Mis. John Grant ia-t Frida;
1
n
tlie
matter
of
17th.
This is the Harvest Supper
was a visitor in town Wednesday.
In Banknipuw
.lanws A . w < nn if
The
Ladies
Aid
gave
.fill).tin,
night
and
patrons
are
requested
to
and
Hunk hi ;-t. '
Dr. E. G. Rowland of Natick. Mass,
friends
gave
>
$
2.00,
to
help
the
Red To the II on . ( i.Aia.M’i. 11a I K, Judge nl
was in town this week on profession help in this work.
The "Win Others” club met with Cross work at the Grange Auxiliary.
the District ( out tot tin* Baited Suites tei
al business.
the District of Maine.
Air. and Airs. Ernest Turney and
Lee Bishop returned this week from Mrs. Willie Getehell, last Wednesday
JAMES A. S. Cl RRli’i of Mold Bello
a successful hunting trip and all his afternoon, and election of officers was family were the guests of Mr. and Airs
held. After the meeting a sumptuous John Henderson at Green Road, Iasi in the Bounty of Aroostook, and State oi
friends are now enjoying venison.
| Maine, in
said District
respectfully
lum h was served by the hostess.
Sunday.
The Red Cross play "Love and Tea
represents that on the 1st day of I'etc,
Rev.
J.
Ally
from
Jonesport
preach
staged by local talent at Island Falls.
.Misses Christina and Alice Hilley last past lie was duly adjudge! bank r u p i
Thursday evening, was a great success. ed at the F. B. Church Sunday even of Lynn. Alass.. who have been visit under the Acts of Congress relating to
Neighbors have been assisting 8 . L ing. He is to assist Rev. H. H. Bos ing their aunt, .Mrs. William Atherton, j Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender
ed all his property and rights of
Drew in repairing his barn, the roof' man in special meetings at the Ridge this summer, have returned home.
' pmperty, and has fully complied with
of which was blown off during the School House, during the week.
i all the requirements of
said
Acts
The Red Cross Society will meet
recent £&le
j ami of the orders of Court touching his
Mr. William 11. Kelly of Bangor, Thursday P. At. at the Grange Hall.
HODGDON
; bankruptcy.
electrical engineer for Deleo Electric Supper will Im served at the close of
The Ladies Aid of the Al. E.Church’ W hkkekukk he p k a y s , That he may
the
molding.
Everybody
interested
in
will hold the annual sale and s u p p e r I be decreed by the Court to have a fuil disLight System, was the week end guest
this work is invited to be present.
at the
Town Hall on Tuesdav even .
f»]»i» “ !l.< s pnivitb.e against h;s es
of N. C. Martin.
tate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
On Wednesday.
Nov. 7th
Ralph ing. Dec. 7th. Don't forget the date
A private hop enjoyed at Martin s
such
debts
as are exeep'ed by law from
Hall, Saturday evening, was a delight Rooney and Bernice Haggerty were
.Mich discharge.
united
in
marriage.
A
reception
was
ful affair. Music was furnished by
1)ated this 7th day of Nov., A. 1). P.U7.
AT THE DREAM
J A M KS A. S. C U R R I E
an amberola loaned by L. A. Barkov held on Wednesday evening at Bu
Bankrupt.
The potato house of E. T. White bonic of the groom’s parents. .Mr. and
.Many popular screen favorites wil
Order of Notice Thereon
collapsed because of the great weight Mrs. John Rooney.
appear in the feature prodimtions of
Tin* Ladies Aid met at the vestry fered at this theatre for the eouiim DivrnTor o k M a i n k , Northern Division, ss.
and made necessary the transfer of all
On ttiis lutli day of Nov. A. I). 11*17,
potatoes stored therein, to other on Thursday Nov. S. There were not week, and the management is to h,
many present but a pleasant aP'*rnoon
houses.
congeal ulat ed upon securing such in on reading tlm foregoing petition, it is
was
spent,
knitting
and
sowing.
lb
OiiDKHKii my rnr: CorKT, That a hearing
At Martin's picture house next Sat
excellent array of good things fo be had upon the same on the _’ !st day of j
urday night. Daniel Froliman presents ladies plan to base a sale oi stockings (heir patrons.
Dec. A. 1). PUT. before said Court at Ban-|
mittens and aprons next month.
Jack' Pickford in "The Dummy.-'
in
sud
District,
N or t he r n)
•aniline Frederick does some of the gi,r
There
was
a
large
attendance.
"The Dummy” is an adaptation of
(most work o! her splendid serem) Division at ten o’clock in tin* toivu.'iii . i
published I
the well known play of that name, ami
<are.-i- in Clyde Fitch's screen version and that notice thereof he
The Houlton Tunes a newspaper
pr med
LINNEUS
affords Jack Pickford a chance for the
of
Baudot's famous torv “ Saplio" in
in said
District,
Northern
I > i v i s >> n !
Inimitable touches of humor and real
AIrs \ni.-lia Bliss of Bland Falls which is the feature offering for Wed r d lhat all
known
c r e d i t o r . '. , and1
boy-life of which he is past master |,-v. ...jvjhiing a few davs with
Mrs. nesdny, Nov. 14th. She is very aibv ether persons in inhaost, may appeal all
supported by an exceptionally strong l ie said time and place, and show e.ewy ifj
Those who saw him as "William" hero I Janies H. Ruth.
any they have, why the piny or of -aid peti- |
of the photoplay adaptation of Booth!
Mr. .Tames H. Ruth is guiding a east headed by Thomas Meighan.
|
\ young lmiros:’-. ralLd by the nev.v ti tiet should not he grank'd.
Tarklngton’s celebrated novel “ Seven !'n“iy
D'om Philadelphia. Penn., at
A nd it is i T i . n i t a ; <»u d i ;:; i : d m v t m i -:|
paper.-' “ the riche:,! ar,d most s r i r
teen” and as “ Pip" in Dickens' "Greai j Fred stlmson s camp.
i H r n i . That !):•' Deput y t }<uk shall send hy 1
Expectations,” will remember his work j .Mrs. Lottie Adams 01 Hodgdoe hisii girl in America"; is tho pan [
ad to all known creditors copies <>f .-aid peti
with pleasure, and in “ The Dummy" ; spent several days last week with In r Played by Lnid Ik anot t in her lmm 1cm and this eider, address'd to tii'-m at their
Triangle play “ Happiness" which will places of residence as sailed.
he has excelled even these records,
j sister. .Mrs. Robert Ruth.
Witness the honorable Clarence IluD,
Those who saw "The Dummy" will I .Misses Annie Sawyer am; \ alia he presented at Ibis t lma I r<’ I niir: c:i; .
.lodge of tlie said Court, and the seal thereof,
remember it for one of the most thrill-j Kelso, of Houltom spent Saturday and Nov. LA. Site provos the f.iB-ity o; a’ Bangor in tlie Northern Division of said
the newspaper statement by tailing District, on the lethday Nor. A. D. P.d7.
here
ing dramas that has appeared on the j Sunday with relativu
Air. Jus. L. Doherty and son .John in love with a college hoy who takes
stage in a generation. Briefly, it is
(r„ s W I L L I A M
M. W ARIIE.V ,
the tale of a boy who pretends to be of Now Limerick were Sunday guo.-m in washing to defray his expenses
Deputy C’erk.
A notable im. e oast suppor t> the sta,
a deaf rnutfc in order to assist a detec of Air. Wilbur Hither and family.
A tine copy of pi-ti’ i.-u and ord'T tliemon.
in
this
picture.
Airs.
’
Cora
Stim.son.
Misses
.Marion
tive in the capturing of a band of kid
Attest
W I L L I A M M. W A R R E N .
Florence LaBadie, who will he re
French and Winnie Logie spent Sun
nappers. Don't miss it.
I »e|Mit V Ci 1k
day with Air. and Mrs Wilbur Bit her.
Mrs. Ray Cryig and Airs.
Emma
Resolutions of Respect
Seeley, of Hartlaml, N. B,, are visit
Whereas the angel of death has
ing limit- sister, Airs. Amos .Morrison.
entered our fold and removed from our
Air. Ham Ruth and family of Colo
midst, sister Sarah Drew.
Th e long, hard school term drains the vitality of growing
rado, are visiting with^ .Mr and Airs.
Resolved that in the death of sis J. C. Giberson. They may decide to
children and you wonder why they are listless, puny and pale.
ter Drew that Mr. Drew loses a trm
, locate here.
and faithful wife, and the children an | Air. and Airs. Geo. W. Stewart ami
Every school child will show marked improvement
affectionate mother,
and the com ! Alt*, and Mrs. H. E. Kimball with Airs, j
in health and growth if given
munity a respected citizen, and Oak
j C. U. Bishop and Misses Helen and
field Grange an honored sister.
j Harriet Bishop and Claude N. Bishop j
Resolved that we extend our sym
of Indiana, were Sunday guests of Air.
pathy to the husband and children in
and Airs. Ira L. Both in Smyrna .Mills, f
this their sad bereavement.
Resolved that these resolutions he
spread upon our records, a copy sent
LUDLOW
to Mr. Drew and published in the
Afr. Wm. Davis will preach at tin
Houlton Times.
Hall, next Sunday afternoon.
And that our charter will lie draped
Air. George Grange of Smyrna .Mills
Ite rich, uniform cod liver oil gets into their blood and gives them vim, !
in mourning for thirty days in boinr jwas a business caller in town one day
snap and zest. It creates strength to resist school sicknesses, j
of our departed sister
(last week.
T. E. LAKE.
overcom
e pinched faces, sallow com plexions and dull eyes, 1
j .Miss Nettie Briggs who is teaching
MERCY GOODALL.
here spent Sunday -with her parents
H igh authorities have established again and again that cod '
A. R. LAKE.
at Alontieello.
liver oil promotes growth and energizes, the body and brain.
Committee.
The Red Cross workers will meet
Hie imported No rw e g ian end liver nil alwa ys used in S c o f f ’ * E m u lsion is now
with Airs. Robert Stephenson. Wed
lehned in our own American lal.< -r.,mrie> w h v h guarantees it free from impurities
bcott «c llewue, WoomlieM. N. J.
'
ir-i.nesday. Nov. 14th.
OakfieUl, Oct. 27. 1917.
Airs. Atargaref Hamilton of Rose
As Oak held Grange has been cal
led upon to give up another sister, dale, N. B.. is visiting at. the home of
her brother. Air. Maurice Haley.
Mrs. Melzo Bates.
Tlie Modern
Madeline Stephenson who recently
Resolved that in the death of this
O vei conies
11 iimane and
sister we have lost a valued member had her throat opeprated on is raj)idly
Bnusv and
improving which is good news to her
and she was a loving wife and moth
Seient ific
K fleets of
many
friends.
ter, and as dutiful a daughter as has
Master Harold and .Miss Dorothy
entered the Grange;
Resolved that the sim-erest
sym McCain who are attending school at
pathy of this Grange be extended to Houlton are home on account of the
the near relatives in this hour of afflic dosing of th e schools in that town,
tion with the hope that hunvan sym due to the diphtheria epidemic.
in from three to seven davs for a D R I N K
U S K R . or in from
pathy may cast a glimmer of light on

EAST HODGDON

SURROUNDING TOWNS

n

Afonday Nov. 19, is also Variety Day,
and while the program for that day
has not yet been selected, it will con
sist of a variety of short length sub
jects consisting of drama, comedy and
topical films.
The tight of a man and woman against

$
A rew-’i.-d of Five Dollars will
,kj rj fo r

one to three weeks for a DR IT ',

UTTLETOM

Conference meeting wae held at the
B Church on Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tlngley are re
ceiving congratulations on the birth
o f a daughter.
,
.
The next Quarterly meeting will be
held with the Littleton Church on the
7th, 8th, and 9th of Dec.
Mrs. W . O. Briggs returned Friday
from a week’s visit with relatives al
Presque Isle,
Mars Hill and Westfield.
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O U k n o w that you
have the finest instru
ments that can he made
when you buy the Sonora
— marvelous tone, beauti
ful appearance and matchless perfection
o f mechanical features. H ear the Sonora
before you decide on
phonograph.

any

$30 .
SJ75

S80

3105

$110

$110

$250

$575

$500

sjo oo

Sonora Phonograph Co.. Inc. N. Y.
^ .

B-

U R \ X N\

D is tr ib ’.itot'

Saxton’s River,

BALLARD’S
GOLDEN OIL

\'t.

S P L E N D ID

for C O U G H S

*>!’<'iii i i i t i.-, sy i' c t h r o a t , s<>rv lungs, nvaralgia.
s t i f f and
.tv mus-.-lo; and j u i n t s , sprains, etc.

lumbago,
An old
Dim* family rvmvdy, madv from puiv gums and oils. In 25c: and 50c
bottles, at drug and general stores. Othor standard home remedies;
L rip p ''. »
rht-n ma ’ i sm .

Ballard 's

Liver

Golden Headache T ab le ts (25c),
B a l l a r d ’s Golden
Pills (25c), B a l l a r d ’s Golden Salve (25c).

and Stomach

*

IV e a l

In s t it u t e

166 Pleasant Ave.

PO R TL A N D ,

MA I N K

N e a l Institutes established in 60 other cities

iSSESE LINIMENT

H om h *
P m h t.

S60
3200

For full infoim ation cal! or a ddles- the

it indeed a phenomenal record of
• rooms, and the only article of ite
kind that bae this proud record ie

Internally—Goughs, Colds, Grippe,
Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, etc.
Externally—Sprains, Strains, Mus
cular Rheumatism, Burns, Bruises,
etc.
4 wonderful anodyne that

' ■ ’ r-.v ~ a’id beauty

- :• • i.:vvral'y. solely
u :r k, k 1 -y L lir wCh
i' ' -I *:
S-!d I-y ;,!1

HOULTON WATER CO

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

JOHNSON'S

F

information that will lead to

U>KR

Ph one 4216

—

1

J

Neal Way
Using Drink or Drugs

n

*> fjjj

‘3

be

t*ie conviction of persons responsible
for breaking Street Lights.

5(OTT5EMULSION

WO Years
of Healing

Hi

Why have
gray hair

Protecting Your Children

this, one of the darkest hours that xve
have to pass through;
Resolved that our charter be draped
for thirty days in memory of our de
parted sister and a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the press and
one be spread on our records.
T. E. LA K E ,
M ERCY G O O DALL.
■»
A. R- L A K E
Committee.

the lure of sin forms the dramatic
action of
"Souls Triumphant’’ the
Triangle play which will be shown
Tuesday, Nov. 20.

M AN T R O U B L E D

FOR T W O

YEAR S

No one should suffer backache, rheu
matic pains, stiff joints, swollen, sore
muscles, when relief can be easily had.
.James McCrery, Berrien Center, Mich
isays he was troubted with kidney and
bladder trouble for two years. H e used
several kinds of medicine without reI
Kidney Pills cured him.
I t A TH K W .W

D R l'G COMPANY.

,

C O M P L A I N T A L M O S T GONE

i “ Foley’s Honey and Tar is great,’’
; writes L. W. Day. 65 Campbell Ave.. E
Detroit, Mich.
"It relives bronchitis
quickly. Aiy complaint has almost gone
and I hope never to have it again." T im e
and the experience of thousands have
proved that there is no better medicine
for coughs, colds or croup. Get the gen
uine.
HATHEWAY DRUG COMPANY.

Your Winter
Suit is Here
Now!#
in ju st that p articu lar style, size and

TAKE CAUTION
LKST

YOU

FORGL’ T

THU

pattern to suit you from the ground up.

BEDDING
A TA

PRICE

THAT

IS

i f vou live, within traveling distance of
this live store and intend sp en din g an y
m oney for K eadv-to-\V ear, now, or in

RIGHT

the early

R E D P A T H

m

Entertainment

Dv

------------------------------------------------------

A

-|- H

Series

m
:L ’ t i;

advise von.i ng

here a n d seeing these

sup erb lines we've

- 111 i) i! i -u.- war times we are in a {>o.-itiuii to quote

interests

prepared

for you.

lietD-i pi a -e:- on ad varieties of Bedding than von can im agine

I f i t ’s so m eth in g

to wear you

desire

is possible

for W oman, Miss or f l u i d , we have it,

j.

High School Auditorium
Dec. 11 “The M arigolds”

i h i- i- due to early b u y in g in

large

quantities

and

and the taking of all dweouuts.

Buyin firisjustw h .it

Nov. 20 “The Musical Guardsmen”

YOU should

a- slocks are bound to _go down whilst

practice

prices are

bound

M a c \v<- - l a w \< ''■^ f n! "fuck (>1 Blankets, Puffs and

N o w on sale at the H i g h School and by Students
not guarantee

Reseiwd Seats -------

is

priced

right.

to

Coats which w e w ill m a k e
Special Prices on for One W eek

Pdlow.-

B E R M A N ’S

No Trouble f© Show and No Trouble lo Suit

Season Tickets, Reserved Seals $2 and $2 50

it

Just arrived, a lol of Pluslt

g o up.

Meh. 5 The Ben Greet Players

better still,

also

Jan. 15 Joe Mitchell Chappie

-------Sin gle Tickets will

tutuie. y o u r best

CLOAK

STORE

Formerly The Fashion

SUNN

FURNITURE

COMPANY

Main Street

The Square Deal* Store”
75 M a i n S t r e e t
MkS

H O ULTO N

1

3

H0ULT6N

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1917

Miss Susan Bible of Kentucky, is j
ENLIST NOW
_ HOULTON WOOLEN MILL
DREW-GEROW
the guest of Miss Mary Carroll, on
Wanted men, ages 18 to 40 for all
Work at the Houlton Woolen Mill
A marriage of interest to people of
Main St.
branches of the U. S. Army.
is rushed to the limit and the mill this section took place at Harrington.
Mrs. Fern McConnell of
I’resque
Great need of men in the Engineers runs two nights in the week in order Me., Nov. 8th, when Ephreim Sidney
Isle spent Sunday in town \\ith hei ^ orps Foresters, Electricians, Black to produce the orders on time,
Drew of Houlton and Miss Alice Muriel
sister, Miss Evelyn Park.
1
smiths, Plumbers, Repair-men, Steam
The past week more goods were Gerow of Hodgdon were united in mar
j A contest of the local Boys’ and
CONTENTS O r T H IS ISSUE
Gilbert N. Grant of Ft. Fairfield.
fitters, mechanics and other trades.
! turned out at this mill than in any j riage
Girls’ Clubs will be held at the Grange who formerly conducted a tailor shop
1. Articles of current Interest.
Call at Recruiting Office and have previous week in its history,
j The ceremony was performed by
Page 2. Surrounding Towns
Hall, Saturday, Nov 17th, at 2 P. M. in this town, was married recently to
a
talk
about
the
different
branches.
The
management
is
planning
to
put
Rev. E. S. Drew.
Page 3. Local Interest.
All are Invited.
Miss Elta Cook of Caribou. They will
t»af« 4. Editorials on Topics of interest.
-------Recruiting office over the P o s t in additional machinery which will
| A large party of sportsmen from reside in Ft. Fairfield.
rag e ». Current Interest
Office.
more than double the output, at a HOULTON BOYS PROMOTED
j Wilmington, Del., arrived in town, Lowell Chandler who recently sold
Face •. Leeal Interest.
very small increase of overhead ex
j Monday, en-route for the hunting his home on Hey wood St., to A. S.
F ate 7. Local Interest.
AT AYER, MASS.
pense, which will mean much to the
-rase •. Financial Interest.
[ grounds in the upper part of the court Fairbanks, has gone to Ashland where
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
(
ol.
Conklin,
who
is in command of
business interests of Houlton, the
At the semi-annual meeting of the
he will spend several weeks with his
Mr*. D. H. Moores is seriously ill a t : ty.
the
303rd
H.
F.
A.
at Camp Deveus.
output for the first six months of
The Monday morning exodus of j daughter, Mrs. Geo. H. Mooers.
Trustees of the Houlton
Savings
Ayer,
Mass.,
of
which
the Maine boys
her home on North street.
1918 being already sold.
toMessrs. James Skeehan and Ernest |travelling men from this town
Mr. T. B. Currie who has been act- Bank, a semi-annual dividend was deare a part, in passing out the promo
Nickerson enjoyed a few days hunt jgether with others who make H o u l - ^ g as cjviiian clerk to the disbursing Hared at the rate of 4 per cent, which
tions for his regiment, last week, did
MRS. FRANCES DAVIS
tag at Harvey Siding last week.
' ton their homes made the B. & A !0^ cer for Maine and New Hampshire , is now payable, making the 91st
not slight the Houlton contingent and
Many of the older Houlton
resi out of the 232 “ non-coms” appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Merle C. Rideout are Station a busy place. More than 50 ^National Guards, with headquarters , dividend that has been paid.
TAcalvin* congratulations on the birth persons left on the morning train for at port p rebie Portland, Me., is home.
The deposits Nov. 7th, were $ 1, dents will regret to loam of the death Houlton drew three, as follows:
x
,jfor a vjsjf with his family for a short 631,694.55 showing a gain for the year of Mrs. Asa Davis in Boston last week,
up-country
points.
Serg t Headquarters Co., Burleigh
of a son which arrived last week.
at the age of 83.
During the month of Septembei tjme
of $320,559.59.
J Hinch
Mr. B. H. Brown of the Buffalo
Mr. and Mrs. Davis lived in Houl
They have a reserve fund of $75,
1917, there was paid to 1,631 employes j ^ telegram was received last Frif orp. Battery C. John A. -^Tenney, Jr.
Fertiliser works, returned,
Friday,
paid depositors ton for many years, leaving here in
of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad day that Harry c Conway of this 600.00 and h a v e
Corp. Battery A, Douglas McNutt.
from a business trip to the main office
the late 70s for Boston where their
Company
$120,756.78.
There 'was t0WT1 Wh0 js overseas with a Canadian since organization $799,043.07.
Other boys from Aroostook also
la Buffalo, N. Y.
This showing is along the same children were living after marriage.
paid to companies and
individuals j regiment, had been wounded in the
came in for a goodly share of promo
Evangelist John
M.
Kelley, of
Mrs. Davis was a woman of a great tions.
along the line of the B. & A. R. R. foi head and hand by gunshot and is lines which have been made by this
Princeton, Me., has been visiting Mr. supplies and materials, approximate- j now in
a hospital The seriousness well known institution ever since its deal of character, charitable, and an
and Mrs. Stephen Crockett, Franklin
ideal mother, solicitous of the welfare
organization.
ly $11,369.85.
Gf his WOund was not stated.
TIMES TOBACCO FUND
S t, the past few weeks.
of
others and very active in every
Arthur Morey a resident of KenFriends of Miss Clara Dobbins,
Mr. and Mrs. Mlcheal M. Clark, re duskeag, Me., 70 years of age
The TIMES tobacco fund is filling
work for the benefit of the unfortu
who Rjverside St., met at her home last HOULTON SOLDIER WINS
turned last week from Portland. Mr. has been working as a cooper at the week and gave her a genuine surprise
nate, making friends with whomever a much felt want, as will be seen by
WRESTLING CHAMPIONSHIP she came in contact.
Clark, while there consulted a special Buffalo Fert.
the following extracts from boys
Co., shop was found party> prior to her leaving for MasSamuel G. Wilson of this town,
ist and returns much improved in dead in the shop Monday morning, Sachusetts, where she will spend the
She made many visits here wit: “ somewhere in France.”
now serving in the U. S. Army with
health.
“Tobacco is awful expensive over
relatives
during her residence in Bos
where he had gone early to start his winter with relatives, a gold piece
the 26th Co. Coast Artillery at Fort
on
this side of the water.”
Mr. Frank E. O ’Leary, of Bangor, work.
ton,
and
will
be
much
missed.
Heart failure was the cause was presented her as a token of their
Revere. Boston, last Wednesday, at
“Tobacco is very scarce over here
who is well known all over Maine for of his death.
She leaves to mourn her death two
esteem.
the Coast Artillery Athletic meet, held
his success
in producing
Minstrel
The Carleton Sentinel in a recent
daughters, Mrs. Linnell of Boston, and and good cigarettes are worth a f o r 
at
Ft. Banks, won the wrestling
shows, was in town Wednesday on issue says that arrangements are
Mrs.
Gerald Lawrence of
London, tune when you can get them .”
PATRIOTIC
CONCERT
championship of the Coast Artillery
Here's 45 cents worth of tobacco
being made to obtain a long furlough
business.
Eng., known on the stage as Miss
Lest you forget the date— Thurs Companies of Boston which number
which
is sent for your quarter:
for
Canadian
soldiers
who
have
been
Fay
Davis,
also
two
sons,
William
The name of Harold Drew, Houlton
day 8 P. M., High School Auditorium.
A
package
of Tuxedo tobacco and
overseas
since
the
war
started.
If
and
Geo.,
both
of
whom
live
in
Bos
Me., appears in the Casualty list is
A delightful evening of music has
Wilson won two out of three falls,
four books of cigarette papers.
ton.
sued Nov. 7th, from Ottowa. “died this is so it will affect several of the
been arranged for your pleasure. Your the first, in one and one-half minutes,
Three pouches of Bull Durham to
from wounds” is the way the mes Houlton hoys who joined early and
attendance will mean Christmas cheer the other in five and one-half minutes.
bacco and three books of papers.
who certainly deserve a rest.
sage reads.
for one more soldier and our local His opponent weighed 160 lbs. while CANDIDATES FOR U. S. ARMY
Two packages of Lucky Strike cig
Among the Houlton girls who are
Mr. Clarence Powers of Ft. FairWilson only tips the scales at 135
AND NAVY ACADEMY
arettes, twenty cigarettes in each
taking
an
active
part
in
the
school
Iled
Cross
has
l,een
assi''’
ne<1
»
larKe
field, was in town, Wednesday,
on
publication "The Salmagundi" at the number of packages to he sent the lbs.
Congressman Ira G. Hersev has an package.
business and while here gave
the
first week in December.
His many friends here will be glad nounced his selections for filling the
A return postal card addressed to
Aroostook
State
Normal
School
at
Studebaker
16 passenger
bus the
Come and do your bit.
to hear of his success, as they are all vacant cadetships at West Point and the contributor on which the soldier
Presque
Isle
are
Miss
Ruth
Ken-,
“once over” as the n^w Plymouth at
well aware of his prowess as an all Annapolis.
Tickets, 35c.
will pen his appreciation and gratitude
editor-in-chief; Miss Celia Hackett,
F t Fairfield Is In the market for a
round athlete while a member of High
for
the gift.
Asst, local editor, and Miss Dorothy
The nominations for the Naval acad
bus.
School.
AT THE B0WL0DR0ME
Lyons, Subscription Agent.
Bring
in your 25 cents or more and
emy have already been sent to the bu
The prize winners at the BowloRev. W . H. Brokenshire of Milo, Me ,
reau of navigation by Mr. Hersey. For it will mean much to the boys “ over
a Field W orker for the State Y. M. C. drome last week, were as follows: FOOD MEN MUST
one of the vacancies, George Bradford there.”
A., spoke to a large audience at the Monday, Morrison; Tuesday, Varney:
Previously acknowledged
$54.50
HAVE LICENSES McGowan, of Ashland, is named as
M. E. Church on Sunday morning, also .Wednesday, Morrison; Thursday and
Ree d since last issue
7.50
principal.
Joseph
D.
Garland,
of
Ban
Food Administrator Henry B. Endiat a meeting held in the Bijou Thea- JFriday. Lunt; Saturday, Smith,
Following are the donors:
gor,
is
the
first
alternate,
and
Robert
cott, in a warning to wholesalers,
tre In the afternoon, as an opening to , Lavine still holds high string re
Mrs. Geo. A. Hall, A Friend, Fred'
Caldwell McCann, also of Bangor, the
{a vigorous campaign in this section cord in the new alleys with 128 f o r ___.
A ____ ,
A1__ second. The name of the third alter Cunliffe, Mary Elizabeth Peabody,.
against failing to comply with the
! relative to Y. M. C. A. work in the war. !a mark, with several strings a few
Harvey Briggs, Donald Orcutt, C. G.
regulation, effective Nov. 1. which for nate has not yet been selected.
i Postmaster Sheehan informs
the pins behind.
Hamilton
(Monticello), Louis NewThe second Naval academy cadetship
bids dealing in foodstuffs without
TIM ES that if the person who ran in- | Great interest in the coming tournahouse,
Miss
Germaine Wilson, Mrs
licenses from the United States food is filled by the nomination, as princi
to the U. S. mail box, corner Court ment is being shown by the fans,
Jennie Bradbury (Van Buren), Miss
Pour Shows Daily : 2, 3.30
pal
of
Ralph
Wendall
Burleigh,
of
administration, points out that
the
and Green St., and demolished same Ibowlers should register to be eligible.
Bernice Bartlett, Miss Bernice M .
7, 8.SO
license order contains a section which this town. He is a brother of Albert
will call at once at the Post Office and
Kennedy,
Miss Maude E. Scott, Miss
will make it hard for defaulters. The P. Burleigh, now in the Naval acad
settle damages no steps will be taken
Margie
McIntyre,
Fred Leavitt (Little
LODGE MEETINGS
emy. Both of the boys are sons of
section follows:
_
P r o g r a m s
ton).
|toward prosecution, otherwise “ Uncle
The following Lodge meetings will
“ The licensee shall place on r*vevv Mr. and Mrs. Preston N. Burleigh, and
j Sam” will take a hand and somebody be held this week:
Wednesday, November 14
conti act, ord *r, :iceeptanee of order, in- grandsons of Hon. A. A. Buleigh.
i will have to “ step some.”
j voice pi ice ist and quotation issued
Pauline Frederick in
I. O. O. F.
Robert Charles Hickson, of Bangor, Y. M. C. A. DRIVE IN HOULTON
or >igned bc ! im tlie words ‘Fnited
j
The Maine and New
Hampshire
SAPH O
All members of Rockabema lodge
The campaign all over the United
is the first alternate, and Stanley Pul
Sood
1
.States
Miniinistration
1acenso
|men grouped in the 303rd Field Artil- j q q F
From Daudet’s great novel
followed >y th • number <f his len. of Bangor, the second. The third Suites in the interest of the Young
1No.-j lery at Westfield claim the distinc- at the meeting Thursday evening. license.
No lie T1S(*C shall knowinglv alternate is Philip Page Whittier, of Men's Christian Assn, started Monday,
Thursday, Nov. 15
buy any food •onmi .dities from. or
and is now in progress here.
I Enid Bennett in
a nv Passadumkeag.
hand! <• any ^Urh r<>m nodities foi
In camp. The colonel, A. S. Conklin, 1retreshments
What this money will be spent for
I
H A P P IN E S S
i ivquir ed <> iia Ve a lieens ■ who
The nominations for the West Point
i said there had been only one case in
F. 4. A. M.
has irot ‘-ecu •ed such license and V TH- cadetship have been already sent to is explained in the following extract
j
Ince—Triangle Production
the regiment to come up for trial and j Monument Lodge will hold its regu plied with tin
►
visit iiis of t!iis f lie."
tin1 war department b\ Mr. Hersey from a letter received from “ some
that
was for a minor offense. He said l a r meeting on Wednesday evening.
|
Friday, Nov. 16
Thi c t lis .dm nist,;-; tjo;; st a tes d ie.where in France."
there had not been a single complaint
| Florence LaBadie in
Mot Hffeet tin se who have applie 1 for pud are now made public for the first
,
Rebekahs
i The only large tent is that of the
of drunkenness among his troops.
lici-nses and ! a Ve not >et receive'! *lie! . time
f T H E W O M A N IN W H IT E §
; The entertainment committee have
- Y. M. C. A.; and it is camouflaged
plans to make
1
1
ion
Th.
ist
r
ad
mil
| Pathe— Gold Rooster Play
I
Dyke Bradord Howe, of Patten, a|
.an interesting program for the m e t  mi.nil lly lepo] its uU til ■ volume of busiagainst enemy observers by being
| The Kitchen Mechanic
i.
oti son of Hon. B. W. Howe, of that town, Ii painted in streaked gray-greening on Wednesday evening.
U)d the sinmint of foodstuff
EATING AND SLEEPING
i
Comedy f
hand. A 1 lie, ns***■s ha\ e been illSt Ml. ted is selected as principal for the first
’
N. E. O. P.
brown, to melt into the colors of
| --------------------- ------ -------- '
. ex- vacancy. Donald Jordan Valentine, of
t<> b • prepni •d tt» sa \ oil Poe.
•
Regular
meeting
on
Friday
even
the
hill against which it is hack
Saturday, Nov. 17
i
ARE ONLY HABITS. SO
hoc !Mile] him k they ha 1 on Bangor, is the first alternate, the secnet! s
ing, w h e n
a large attendance is \'u\ . 1
ed up. practically invisible. ItV A R IE T Y DAY
§
A FAMOUS BLACKFACE
|desired.
"canteen on wheels" is loaded
. Mll ■r ) ft *\L *11 of the food o. nt ro].
O . Henry Series 2 Reels
|
For the second West Point vacancy
net K .Vern tl 1<* smalic ■ retailers those
|
Knights
of
Columbus
with towels, soap, razors, choco
Black Cat Series 2 Reels
|
COMEDIAN USED TO SAY.
noo a Walter Cornelius White, of Orono. is
| Regular meeting Tuesday evening. Joins busines of less than $190.
late.
crackers, games, newspapers,
Sparkle Comedies
I
y «nir.
Th. •>'. like tile others, are for- Mr. Hersey's selection. The young
BUT SMOKING IS A JOY,
Nov. 20th, Frisbie Block.
novels,
and tobacco.
At cross
arges
si
.liable
el
unrea
t
to
m
;
\
\
t
‘
bidder
Monday, Nov. 19
roads. little flat Y. M C. A. tents
was te +r destroy fo. id. or man's father is the Universalist minis
or
t.
hoard.
1
ESPECIALLY IF YOU CAN GET A
V A R IE T Y DAY
i
to c ms]>'r*- ,vith any! »ody to r< st riel ter in the university town. Edward P.
(painted grass and earth color)
ROONEY HAGGERTY
Comedy, Drama, Topieal
|
di.- tribut ion or supply. or Maehlen of Fort Fairfield, is the first
oduet
ton.
the
pi
B.
F.
A.
CIGAR.
serve
as stations for swift autos
On Wednesday morning, Nov. 7th,
f
Short Length Subjects
e pri»*vs on any ne ■essi- alternate. The second, is still vacant.
exact
iI
carrying packages and comforts
Miss Bernice Haggerty was united in t ies.
BE A LITTLE PAL OF
In them are found coffee, tea and
Tuesday, Nov. 20
§
marriage to Mr. Ralph W. Rooney, at
Thei t* is iiu spe. l!ir p malty unde • thP
chocolate, ink, pens, letter-paper,
Lillian Giab & Wilfred Lucas in
St. Mary's Church, by Rev. P. M. Silke. seotioi i. but ,.t h« I- pt (.visions of the HUNDRED POUND BASIS FOR
MR. HOOVER-SAVE A
Ut Vl olators off 1rom
<.rder virt nail; and envelopes, and a big sign re
S O U L S T R IU M P H A N T
followed by Nuptial Mass.
(te
f< od administ ra*„r
st;
‘S
.
Tile
suppli
POTATOES
NICKEL ON DINNER AND
minds Sammy that "You Promised
Triangle Play
The bride was attended by Miss
s
to
rt
\
iolat
ion
rep.
in ea. h sate wil
According
to
a
ruling
by
the
Food
itauaiiaiiaiiaiiiiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaHaMaiiiiifli •.%
Your
Mother a Letter. Write it
gton,
Mildred Gillin, while Mr. John Hagger the f. od adm nist -at ion at Wash it
GET THE GOOD SMOKE
Today!"
ty, brother of the bride, acted as best which, Mr 1- ndu ott assures business Administration, as per a telegram re
the regul: t ions ceived here on Thursday
“ Special
will ii ten ret
nirll,
What this means to our boys over
man.
broad1v, with. ut list ril mting legit mate rule three, regulating licenses, pro there can be imagined after their
Mrs. Rooney is a daughter of Mr.
business opera t ion
I vide that they must quote, buy and hardships in the trenches, when they
and Mrs. Chas. Haggerty, 2nd., of
sell potatoes only hv the pound, which have such a place to go to, and the
Littleton, a graduate of R. ( ’ . I. in the
CORN AND POTATOES
means
hundred weight."
request for funds should meet with
class of 1916, and has always been
A LARGE CROP
Further details regarding this are a ready response.
very popular among her associates
more than
A corn crop larger bv
ny mor<
given on Pago 1 of this issue, it being
This work is going on all over the
Mr. Rooney is a prosperous young
3 lbs. G enuine M ocha and Java Coffee for $ 1 . 0 0
66,000,110m bushels than ever grown in of importance to every farmer and
world, and it has the hearty support
farmer
of
Littleton,
and
is
the
only
3 lbs. G en uin e M aleberry Coffee for
the history of American agriculture is business man in Aroostook County.
of every class of p e o p 1e.
The
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Rooney of
the production of the famers of the
3_lb*- H ig h G rad e Blended Coffee for
that town.
Remember that all potatoes must Knights of Columbus are working in
United States this year. The depart
In the evening a reception was tend
be bought and sold by the hundred conjunction with the Y. M. C. A. both
4
lb. Pan Am erican Coffee for
ment of agriculture, in its prelimin
for the same end, and the work of one
ered the young couple at the home of
pounds.
ary estimate of the crop, placed the
These Coffees are all high grade and true to name .
the groom's parents, and was largely
Nothing
Further all dealers M U S T be licen fits in with the other, so that neither
quantity at 3.191 ,0S3,mmo bushels.
j attended. They will reside in Littleton
conflicts with the other, and both
--------------------- cheap about them only the price Conditions since October forecast sed to buy and sell, licenses may he
on a farm given them by Mr R oon ey
are
most commendable.
caused a reduction of about 19,700,000 procured from the Law department
the groom's father.
of
the
Food
Adminstration
at
Washbushels in the indicated output.
The old adage that “ the way to a
C.
J Potatoes also are a record crop with inKton>
j man's heart is through his stomach"
UK
m I a total of 439.686.000 bushels, but unfa- Comparative Price of Potatoes Per |must be true, for after 100 of Houlton’s
j vorable weather late in the season
100lbs. And Barrel.
|representative business men gathered
' caused a reduction of 13,000,000 bush
<’ost ]H
r.i.-t i km* ( ost per for the purpose of organizing for the
( '(/st per
I els.
H mi il,s.
100 lb
Y. M. (\ A. drive in Houlton had en
10.1. of
bbl. o f
* | Tobacco production is a record.
lf.f. His.
165 lbs.
joyed the splendid banquet provided
$1.65
$2.80
$4.62
m
“ The corn crop of 1917 is notable as ( $ 1 .MU
by the ladies of the Congregational so
! 1.05
1.7314
2.85
4.70%
occupying
the
largest
acreage
and
m
ciety
in their vestry they simply could
| 1.10
I.8U 2
2.90
4.78 fa
"TB *1— —
S p e c ia l L o w P r ic e S ale —
—
producing the largest total crop of re< *
i 1.15
2.95
4.86% not wait to be invited to contribute (o
1.89%
ord," said a statement of the depart 1.20
4.95
3.00
1.98
a cause of such importance, and mag
m ment of agriculture. The yield per I! 1.25
5.03% nitude as that which the Y. M. C. A.
3.05
2.061.4
m acre, however, is not exceptional, ow  | 1.3(1
3.10
5.11 fa
2.141/2
is doing the world over, but volun
3.15
2.22%
5.19%
m ing to an unfavorable season, charac i '
tarily
contributed as a starter for the
2.31
| 1.40
3.20
5.28
m terized by a late spring, a cold summer, I 1.45
2.39i/4
3.25
5.36% drive for funds, $1150.
B o y s'L o n g Pants Suits, ages 13 to 18 years, were $7.00, $6.00, $5.00
3.30
2.47 fa
5.44 fa
Rev. A. S. Phelps of Waterville was
m which was also too dry over much of 1.50
2.55%
3.35
5.52% the principal speaker and his mes
the corn belt, and early and damaging 1.55
m
1.60
2.64
3.40
5.61
------------------------— S a le P r ic e $
frosts and freezes, the season being
1.65
3.45
5.69% sage was inspiring to a large degree,
2.72%
m thus shortened at both ends.
| 1.70
3.50
5.77 fa and as he told his story of the great
2.80*2
m
Thus, unhappily the bountiful crop ( 1.75
2.88%
3.55
5.85% work being done by the workers of the
2.97
3.60
m contains much corn that did not fully j 1.80
5.94
association and of the great needs for
1.85
3.05%
3.65
6.02%
Sheep Skin Coats and Vests— Everything to keep you warm and
m mature, probably in excess of 2<>per i 1.90
the
continued work as conditions arose
3.13 fa
3.70
6.10fa
cent.,
although most of this had 1.95
m
3.21%
3.75
6.18% he simply captured his hearers and
------------------ comfortable ----------- -------reached the drough state, making it • 2.00
3.30
3.80
6.27
all were sorry when he finished.
m |useful
3.38%
6.35%
for silos and early feeding.
j 2.05
3.85
Rev. W. H. Brokenshire of Milo, an
m | “ The potato crop, estimated at 14<), 2.10
3.46 fa
6.43 fa
3.90
other
volunteer for the state, also
2.15
3.54%
6.51%
3.95
000,000 bushels is the largest on re 2.20
spoke most interestingly of the work,
3.63
6.60
4.00
cord, notwithstanding an unfavor 2.25
3.71%
4.05
6.68% and altogether the evening was most
W I
3.79 fa
4.10
6.76 fa profitably spent with much accom
1able September and October cut down 2.30
2.35
3.87%
4.15
6.84% plished for the 5 days work cut out
m the actual production below the for*1 2.40
3.96
4.20
6.93
^A^
casts made earlier in the season. The 2.45
4.04%
4.25
7.01% for the local committee.
Northern commercial sections were 2.50
It might be said here, that for the
4.12%
4.30
7.09 fa
most seriously affected by the unfav 2.55
4.20%
4.35
7.17% big drive that is nation-wide there are
2.60
4.29
4.40
7.26
orable weather during October. The

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

DREAM

TH E AT R E

Coffee Sale at M i l l a r d
1.00
.05
1.00

%

FOX

BROS.

Suits and Overcoats for Men and Boys
3.98
Nobbiest lin e of W inter Caps in Town

Why

D o n ’t You

Fox Bros. Corner

Come

and

see

Us

Fox Bros. Block

w m a m m m a m a m a m m a tm m w m m m m m m m m a m m

a

quality of the crop is slightly above
average.”

2.65
2.70
2.75

4.37%
4.45%
4 53%

4.45
4.60
4.55

250,000 workers engaged, so that when
7.34%
you
are called upon join the ranks
7.42%
7.50% and do your bit.
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W AR TA X E S
We all pay. Not

H O ULTO N

that wo haven’t

TIMES

I But to Hooverize—there is another
are thing. The hours we spend and the
days we spend because we know no
por'the first time In the lives of many ; better and never shall until we do
^ them they are interpreting crop j apply the rules of substitution and of
Jn terms ()f hmnan nfe. Wheat co n servation :
those are different
^
‘npat havP come to mean to them, things when looked at with the eye
‘ . ^
loads and ral- loads, but sol- of the prudent person, hound to get
ruing line, wo,-ken, in «<•„, h-r nn.„.., V worth of .in,, as w,ll
|,i(.|m.v
(hHr mu,, as of an.vthlnit else In p i a c of ih,
■
devisi-iti'il |.V
late horns which unlit us hu luj.lm-s*
;
;;
,,1>rM thi.
„av. subs,Hu,e the
W O M EN IN T H IS W AR
The women in this Country

for sustenance as usual. Give to each
thing the time it needs, but not al
ways the time it would like; thereby
saving for the next thing the minutes
which before were slighted.
And Fletcherize;
get from each
period of time the whole that is in it,

PROFIT BY THIS

been in the habit of P®yi:r' befor®
Don’t Waste Another Day
but not for the same thing • <>v. w
are off on the most far reaching p a
Published every Wednesday Morning
When you are worried by backache:
of war taxation this or any o ei
by the Times Publishing Co.
By lameness and urinary disorders.
country has ever devised.
('OU!'^
Don’t experiment with an untried
CHAS. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
there « • the
Continued on Page 5
medicine.
touch the pocket boohs ot <,.000.* ■
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year Americans: the profit taxes much at
Follow Houlton people's example.
in advarice, $2 00 in arrears; in Cana feet all sizable business enter,,nse<
Use Doan's Kidney Pills.
da $2.00 in advance. $2.50 in arrears.
and then f t ,
u-ar vas m a ,ar, of „,e lives o f . b e able ...... - I the res, which makes
Here's Houlton testimony.
Single copies five cents.
whirl, are as V<; < > ■ »
'J _
„ f |h|s , , mn(r>,
True. ,hey us
new
,„e .... .
ready .or
No Subscription cancelled until all
Verify it if you wish;
understood ami
■
'
• ' , km,w „ lat in other lands war was twice the usual volume of work; for
arrearages are paid
ice of which nothing
rushing men it, the trenches. There, the hours of amusements which vitidemonstrate. Already some inequali
Solime Martin, barber. 13 Green St.,
svmathy,
for ate our senses and spoil our tastes
Advertising rates based upon circula ties have been discovered and these was sympathy, deep
Houlton, says;
“ As I have a great
those who suffered. Then suddenly , for other things use a measure ot
tion and very reasonable.
will doubtless soon be rectified. Others
deal of standing at my work, I blame
the war, thousands of miles away,'really good reading, mixed with quiet
this for bringing on kidney trouble.
Communications upon topics of gener will develop as the new. laws are en
stepped into the American home. It !of the home fireside; in compounding OPPORTUNITY CALLS
forced.
The
people
may
be
depend
A
pain seized me across my back and
al interest are solicited
became, not a shadow or a far distant j the day of rest, as Sunday is called
Everybody realizes that NOW
ed upon to accept the new imposts
I could hardly finish up my day’s
Entered at the post office at Houlton cheerfully and it should be the duty mirage of distress, but something very even now. mix in a third measure of the most opportune time to get
work.
The kidney secretions were
outof door air. untinged with
gaso- good start in business. W e were un
for circulation at second-class
of Congress to rectify injutices in a
scanty and painful In passage.
I
line
and
see
what
the
result
will
be.
able
to
fill
more
than
30
positions
When the war was hurled into the
postal rates.
spirit of absolute fairness and with
heard about Doan’s Kidney Pills and
American koine the W a r Mother of the j U «o ,•«.!*<• the time. wa„,c not, want
t o S ? ' AS°few months' intensive went to the West End Drug Store
out sectional feeling.
Give to each matter the atten- trainingwill fit you for a godd paying
Legal Newspaper Decisions
land became a more conscious econom not.
and got a box. I took them according
it deserves, but when it is position.
New
students
admitted
1.
—Any person who takes a paper re Nobody will escape turning over ic factor than she had ever been be tion
some
contribution
to
the
Government's
every week and advanced individual to directions and was helped so much
gularly from the Post Office—whether
fore. It suddenly dawned upon her
ly. New Civil Service Course. Write, that I took another box and by that
directed to his address or another, or war tax fund. Men, women and child
time. I was rid of the trouble.”
whether he has subscribed or not, is ren will be called upon and about that in some way the welfare of her the advice to (lean up the plate, call or phone 186M.
boy was bound up with what had be while taking that which is non1 mary O. A. HODGINS Prin., H O U LTO N , ME
responsible for tlie pay.
every activity known to old or young
2.
—If any person orders his paper dis
Price GUc, at all dealers.
Don't
fore been uninteresting export figures. iii — i i m i t i t~'im ro—tiii’ isiiti irm— ■
continued, he must pay all arrearges or will be required to bear its propor
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Crop totals that had given her only
the publisher may continue to send it tionate part. Any telephone or tele
Doan's Kidney Pills— the same that
until payment is made and collect the graph message costing 15 cents or a vague sort of satisfaction became a
Mr. Martin had. Foster-Milburn Co.,
whole amount, whether i is taken from
j matter no' only of interest but of
more will demand five tents extra.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
the office or not.
■anxiety. When tin1 war began calling
2.—The Courts have decided that re When an article is sent bv express 1
American boys to the Colors. the
fusing to take newspapers and periodi c('iit will be charged for every 2u cents
cals from the post office, or removing and of the cost of sending it. There is a American War Mother became the
logical evangel of food ft'iiservn I ion
leaving them uncalled for, is prima facia
tax of •'! per cent of I he cost of ^end
evidence of fraud.
The food problem of the Allied na
If you want to stop your paper, write ing any article by land or water
Nobody likes ;i "Don't Answer” report. To the subscriber
tions will lie solved in ihe American
to the publisher yourself, and don't leave freight; a tax of S per cent on the
it nullifies tin' value of the service, as far as that particu
kitchen. It is a realization of that
it to the post-master.
cost of railroad or steamship tickets
lar call is concerned: to the Company it means lost
fact that has caused not only the war
Auwriean Kxpress Company
ngi-rati s the express business
effort and loss of revenue.
F or A d ve rtis in g Rates apply to the P r e s  (■('.-ting ;’>tl cents or more excepting mother.- and wive-, inn the
grand
T IM E A T W H IC H T R A IN S A R E E X 
commutation tickets. A berth in a
ident and M an a g e r
mothers. the aunts, the cousins DeP E C T E D TO A R R IV E A N D D E P A R T
Our opera!ini’,' methods provide that before ;ivitm a "Pon't
parlor car. or a stateroom on a steam
IN E F F E C T N O V . 10, 1917
sister- of American boys m>w wear
Answer” report, the operator is required
er exacts a tax of In routs
T r a in s scheduled to leave Houlton
ing their Country’s uniform to mold
T H E T H IR D BOND ISSUE
D a ily except Sunday
Tile use of a motorboat will co.-t s.7 li/.e into host pledged (o t lit* doctrines
To ring; tin* In'll of the (killed station at least three
t 1)
It is none too early to commence to
5.40
a.
in.--F'>r
Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
a year. Your theater tickets will cost ■that since food will win this was cur
times during; a period of tin seconds:
Liu;<‘.-totio. Van Ruven and interthink of the Third Liberty Bond is-in\
you It* per cent advance on the box supplies must be conserved.
mi•■<fr;i r,■ -ration-.
as the United States in financing this
( ” ) To verify (die number a second time, if there is doubt
office price, unless the proprietor nay9.20 a. m. For Millinocket. Bangor and
war, is spending vast sums. and. the
regarding its correctness:
principal
inf m-mediate
stations—
tin1 tax himself, as seme are to do.
What is t hat of w inch every per
Portland and Boston.
via.Brownpresent outlook is not bright for tin
j('lnl) dues will also call for a )a jr-r
villo,
(4)
To
change'
the
trunk
line
and
ring
the
station
again,
son ha- all there re yet al a ay- -ant
early peace. Why then should we not
11.30.a. in. For Ashland, Ft. Kent. St.
i cent levy when they are paid. Bonds.
it; case of a call made to another central office.
ing mere waste- so much -lie (!••••• >•
Francis and intermediate stations,
expect the Government to call for
i debeiit tires
and • <'ft i ti. a t»•- of
in
also l'or Washburn, Presque Isle,
has enough? Several an-w r- might
“ D o n't A n s w e r” reports are given by the o pe ra tor when
more money?
Van Buren, Grand Isle, Madawaska,
i debtedness must pay .5 cents on each
From hvillo and intermediate sta
be given, but the proper on-, v ,■ are
If it can not be given voluntarily,
the above lo u tin e has been completed and
1*1 mi of amount beginning December
tion- via. Sqiia Pan and Mapleton.
informed, is Time and Tim- -unis iconscription of wealth may be resort
12.54 [). no For Ft. Fairfield, Caribou,
1. Capital stock issues and transfers.
(11
There
is
no
one
near
enough
to
the
calked
station
Limestone and intermeditae statin* thing which today lias the great
ed to.
Tion--.
! conveyances of real ('state, drafts or
to hear tlm hell wln'ii it is rung, or
est value, even though we Waste it -o
1.32
p
hi
!•'
In the face of all those facts, why
.MilliiM.' ket. Greenville,
cheeks not payable at sight or on de
Bangor a)
( )
There is an unusual delay in answering at t lu* cal
shamefully as some of u- do. I’.efor,
intermediate stations,
not prepare for it, by putting aside
Portland and Bos t on
mand, Custom House entries, parcel
we can know the real benefits to be
k’d station, or
one, two or five dollars a week in tin*
5.58
p.
in.--Io>r
Millinoeket,
Greenville,
' post packages, playing cards, promis
Bangor and intermediate stations,
derived from the 21 hour- of each day
Savings Bank and keep it for ju
(:>) Through an error by the subscriber in giving, or
sory notes except bank notes issued
Portland and Boston. Buffet Sleep
we mu-t learn to Hooverize am! to
such an emergency. If it comes we I
ing ''ar Caribou- to Boston.
the operator in repeating, an incorrect number is
for circulation, and bills or agree
7.50 ]i in For Ft Fairfield, Caribou,
Flcteheri/e ami to -peeiali/e upon it
will be prepared for it. if it does not I
given
and
a
wrong
station
is
calk'd,
and
no
one
ments of salt1 are all subject to stamp
Van Boren and intermediate sta
in man.’,
many ways; There hacome, who of us cannot use such a J
tions.
answers, or
taxation. The Federal tax on estates
. TRAINS D U K HOULTON
sum of money for some purpose?
j
mne i; Uo <•\is! ft!' ■>’ tliis fifi-t f<'W
Daily Except Sunday
has been boosted and now falls on es- .
(4 i There is mechanical trouble which has not yet come
tn (he ( 'id''!’— for
8.30 a. m - From Boston, Portland. Ban
These Liberty
Bond investments
yeat
ir- ;) c mint rally ■
fates of .''IT,.imb or over by a smile be
to tint attention of the Maintenance Department.
gor and ini ermediate stations.
are nothing more or less than loan
t lie' systc 111 w hich i-. railed Budget :
Buffett Sleeping Car Boston to <’ariginning at 2 per cent and rising to
bou.
ing money to the U. S. Government,
tlie> 1') 111c;ft s>•stem i - lining a p n1i nd
A prompt answer at tin' calk'd station will reduce the
2f> per cent of the value of estates in
9.15 a. m - From Van Buren, Caribou. Ft.
which agrees to pay for the u. *> of it,
fo< x1. and clot h> s, and genera'
to
number of "Don ’t Answer” reports
j excess of $!
(mu Property left by
Fairfield and intermediate stations.
;d all sort- "I
household expenses
so be prepared.
12.49 p. m. From Boston. Portland, Ban
I soldiers and sailors is exempt fiom
In a busy central office the operator handles m any calls
gor. Greenville and intermediate
hieh need- itthing- e x c e p t time
stations.
payment of this tax.
If
a
p'
t
o
;
i
w
ith
precision
and
dispatch.
If
a
call
goes
w
ro
n
g
she.
regulations
so
much
BONDS, PR E SEN T AND FUTURE
1.27. p. m - From Caribou. Ft. Fairfield
We must pay three cents an ounce !
and intermediate stations.
lie it- to main*
could so divide the
does her best to r ig h t i t . . O ccasionally a tangle comes,
The second is not the last Liberty
instead of two cents on all first class
2.40 p. m —From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
hat
a
blessing
a
workable
budget,
bond issue. Optimism cannot build postage, except matter for delivery ,
Ashiatid and intermediate stations,
however, w hich deserves the services of a specialist.
ajso St. Francis, Frenchville, Mada
it would be. So many minutes for feed
on any such hopes. The Nation is not
waska, Grand Isle, Van Buren,
in our local and R. F. D. postal dis ing, so many for dressing, so many for
Behind the operator stands the supervisor. She is ready
Washburn, Presque Isle and Inter
fM p in g in its last financial effort now
trict. We must also pay two cents in labor, so many for recreation
mediate stations, via. Mapleton and
to give y o u r call her personal a tte n tio n , check it up
why
tfest tt has subscribed the second loan
Squa Pan
stead of one for postcards. And so it sounds good to me. Although hi all
r..:>
3
p. m. -From Van Buren, Limestone,
fro m s ta rt to fin ish , and r ig h t it, whenever the p ro 
th© future is more beneficent
on ad infinitum. War taxes are not proba bilit y tin1 only way in which
Caribou, Ft. Fairfield and interme
tfcflUi iuny reasonable man would dare
babilities, as you k n o w them , w a r r a n t you in a sking
diate stations.
pleasant things because we all realize this might he done would be for a
to expect, we have just begun to
7.47 p. m. -From Boston, Portland, Ban
fo r th is special service.
that the money paid out is gone for , world wide, universal budget, working
go r. MiUinoeket and principal
in
raise money.
good. But we also know that it has at tin1 same things the same hours,
termediate
stations
via.
Brownville.
In spite of the drumming up of dol
gone for a necessary purpose It has else one must conflict with another in
Time tables giving complete informaAROOSTOOK T E L E P H O N E
lars. the two issues ought to be rated
ation marr be obtained at ticket offices.
gone to help support our army and spite of us.
GEO.
M. HOUGHTON. Pass'r Traffic
as the easiest to handle.
The time
Manager, Bangor, Maine
navy forces in their fight to crush a
*
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
may come when the man of moderate
tyrrany of blood and iron and make
Prudent
circumstances has exhausted his ready
L. S. Black. Gen4 Manager
the world once more fit to live in.
He "I would give lots to malm you
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
money and his convertible assets. He
Therefore, pay up and pay up cheer happy "
may already be confronted with the
fully.
She- “ Vacant or improvedv ’
difficulty of realizing cash on any
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
thing he has without confronting to
Corner Pleasant Street and
T H E N E W IN C O M E T A X
|
the further disturbance of a desired
Highland Ave.
The income tax now applies to a j
normal in business.
|
DR. L. P. HUGHES
If Liberty bonds are to tap the vi great number of citizens who have
Ransford W. Shaw
Seth S. Thornton
tality of needed enterprises and hurt heretofore been exempt. If you are j
the values
of essential
processes, unmarried and your income is one ,
SHAW & THORNTON
they will work against the strength of thousand dollars or more, or if you ■
ATTORNEYS
are
married
and
your
income
is
two
the Nation they are intended to pre
Prompt
attention
to all business
you are
serve. There
is not a bottomless thousand dollars or more,
Houlton,
Maine
reservoir of cash in the land. War required, after the close of this year. 1
Probate
matters
have
Special
finance ought to draw upon National to make a return to the collector of
Attention
i
frugality. Liberty bonds ask the cit internal revenue for your district.
A LL T H E HOME NEW 8

"Don't Answer” Reports

izen to do something out of his fu
ture savings.
Americans can readjust their meth
ods of living to take care of a Liberty
bond saving. That will put money at
the disposal of the Government by
eliminating the dispensable purchases
in normal life and business will sus
tain such a readjustment much more
easily than It will one suddenly forced
by the sale of securities and the with
draw al of deposits.
This idea has been urged for pres
ent adoption, and it now may be
pressed for future consideration. Un
less we all are happily mistaken in
our idea of prospets, another Liberty
Loan must
come knocking at the
money chests of American
people.
W hen it so comes it ought to find a
provident, prudent, and thoughtful
people who have anticipated it by
making such changes in their habits
as will permit them to give the money
saved by thrift.

The law requires a return
from
those whose net income is one thou- ,
sand or two thousand dolars. Prob- j
ably a good many people heretofore j
have drawn the line between gross j
and net income with unconscionable
liberality to themselves. But ou all
incomes below ten thousand dollars j
the new taxes hear very lightly. Dodg
ing them in wartime is about as con
temptible an act as a citizen can per
form. One of the finest things in the ,
Civil War was the way in which citi- j
zens stepped up and paid their in - j
come taxes when they could have j
dodged them if they had wanted to 1
do so. We expect that chapter to be !
repeated in this war.
j
If you pay anybody wages, rent, or ’
other fixed income amounting to eight
hundred dollars or more, tlm law now
requires you to report the fai r to the
internal revenue collector'.
j

DR. R. E. LIBBY
Veterinary Surgeon
Graduate University of Toronto
All calls given prompt attention
Tel. Night 32-2

C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
O FFIC E
129 Main St.

DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
D E N T IS T

The Hand o f

Friendship

DR. J. F. PALMER
D E N T IS T
Office over French’s Drug Store
Office Hours; 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Others by appointment
Telephone 164-2

PARKER M. WARD, M. D.
Practice limited exclusively to
Eye,

Ear, Nose, and Throat
Glasses . Fitted
Office Hours:
9 to 11 A. M.
1 to 4 P. M.
7 to 8 P. M.
Office in Dunn Furniture Block
H O U LTO N,
M A IN E

try he
has served
himself. Virtue revenue for your district, asking for
does not always pay such interest.
a blank on which to make a report, j

H. J. CHANDLER

You cannot attend to your work properly, or with any degree of satisfaction,
if jrour head aches or if you feel dull and grouchy from a disordered -tmirwh.
or imperfect digestion. T q do your work easily, quickly and well, and to k n
at it, you must have

If you have been confined in a close room, open the windows or get out for
* moment and get your lungs filled with fresh air. If your stomach is deranged
from hasty eating, or eating too( heartily of rich or indigestible food, try a few
dotes o f ‘‘L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine to start up your digestive functions. You
will get speedy relief and you will find yourself doing your customary work
easily and with satisfaction to yourself.
at all dealer s. Sample
Jfet from "L . F." M edicine Co., Portland, Maine.

AT R ESID EN CE
Houlton, Me.

Tel. 239-3
T E E T H F IL L E D V/1TH O U T PA IN
B V T H E
NEW
ANALGESIC
M E TH O D , A B SO LU TELY SAFE.

Look over your budget. If your in
come is a thousand dollars--or two
It is not necessary to tell a patriot thousand for the head of a family
that he has done a real service for or if you are paying anyone else an
himself when he has converted dis income amounting to eight hundred
pensable expenditures into an Inter
dollars a vear. be prepared, directlv' t:
est bearing Government bond, but he
after the first of the year, to drop a j
will not be cast down by the con
sciousness that in serving his coun post card to the collector of internal,

A Clear Head

Day 629-2

EN G IN E ER AND .S U R V E Y O R
Office 13 Heywood Street
Tel. 256-2
H O U LTO N , M A IN E

Y o u are asked to c o l .,
to a ^ W a r Cat-:;, •
because broad, national support is necessary to the success o f the undertaking.
Y ou are really contributing hours o f sunshine and recreative pleasure to the boys
w ho are enroute to battlefield trenches. It is a v ery satisfying feelin g to k n o w that
you, personally, have been instrumental in keeping these brave lads safer from moral harm
than an army has ever been before. Your contribution buys the brighter side o f warfare—
c’ anccs in private homes, fellowship in clubs, athletic tournaments, choruses. It means that
(A re will always be a SAFE place for that boy to go. Let there be material help in the outtiretched hand of friendship*

HOULTON GRANITE & MARBLE
WORKS
.. .Manufacturers and Builders of . . .
T H E H IG H E S T GRADE OF
C E M E T A R Y M E M O R IA LS
Our prices are the lowest when mea
sured by the quality of our work
O FFIC E & W ORKS BANGOR ST.
3Uf

....
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Exchange customs m&y be unable on . shades high, as I can. It makes a big not noticing it exactly, I smile when
occasions to understand these hier- ] difference if you believe it. In clothes I see the advices not to eat meat two
reduclng It to the best possible work oglyphics alongside the report of a I have saved and turned and make days in the week; I can’t afford meat
ing basis, before beginning upon an bond sale: sl5f. Or, instead of 15,: over and pressed as I never thought but once in the week, and that for a
other. To jumble things all together, the number may be 5, 20 or 30. These to do, combining parts of garments stifle or an old fashioned dumpling
mean that
the into new things for the children, and stew; but the variety of fish, and
to get the best good from none of figures and letters
them, is as clearly a waste of time seller of the bond may deliver it at making worn places strong with others, vegetable hashes and so on which I
and an Injury to the system mentally j any time he pleases within
fifteen I have kept the children to blue and furnish have not given rise to the
as the forcing of half prepared food days, and that the interest is not ac myself to black, so this can be done need of them. Gelatine products are
upon the system spoils the physical crued, but flat— f. Or, on still rarer
better. Things I formerly put in the j a blessing, they are so tasteful and
well being. To take time to do well occasions, a buyer may be in a great
waste bag or the rummage sale I am j good, and require so little to make
what we do is not to waste, but to hurry for bonds and unwilling to waitusing myself this year.
Ithem: usually adding water only, and
In
gain time. Nothing is saved by slight until the next day for delivery.
“ But it s in the foods which I find ! a bit of cream for their garnish- Rice
ing things, by dallying about things, that case he will buy for cash, and the greatest chance, and now there and macaroni are standbys,
almost
The vast are more demands than ever for sav equal to potatoes. I do cling to the
till they must be done over to be the letter c will appear.
really done. Nothing is wasted
by majority of all Stock Exchange pur ing and substituting. Long ago I learn- preserving of berries and fruits, for
giving concentrated attention to the chases and sales of Liberty bonds are ed that corn was valuable in many the amount of sugar used is more than
one thing on hand at the moment and in the regular way, and consequent ways and now I insist in the morn offset by the saving of other things,
excluding others till this is accom ly have no peculiar signs to distin ings upon corn cereals instead of when bread and sauce make a supper
plished. Fletcherize on time, as well guish them.
wheats: corn and oatmeal alone fur for the children night after night.
as food, extract all the sweetness, all
nish my cereals: bananas treated in Milk for supper, with hulled corn,
the strength, all the enrichment from
different
ways are the best fruits, ex popped corn, baked apples, etc., help
TIMELY SUGGESTIONS
every moment, and benefit thereby.
cepting
apples.
Apples will stand by a lot. I can’t begin to tell you all,
A writer in an exchange has the
Specializing is also a fine and a
and
give
better
value than any other but I do get on finely, with planning.”
following :
popular
thing just now. Why not
fruit existant. Butter I have not had Heaven will be good to the planner,
One half the world never knows
specialize upon time as well as upon
in my house for three years, though we say again.
how
the other half lives. And in meet
any other attribute which goes
to
the family to this day does not know
make for comfort or convenience? To ing with people whom we think we
it; but buttenne. which used to be
A M atter of Taste
make a study of what is best to do, know well we really have not the
Continued From Page 4

what is most important to do, what
can be left best, what can be elimi
nated with least trouble, and then act
on
that schedule, that time. How
many things we do, that might be left
undone if we only realized their com
parative trivialy, along with
other
things which we wish, so keenly, we
might do. but never seem to find the
time? Why. what is time for except
to use for our best benefit? And why
spend it upon trifles when big things
wait? Specialize, to the extent
of
learning what is really worth while
and then sticking to the
program.
Time is to use, not to throw away: to
enjoy, not to worry over.

Continued from page S
T H E PRICE OP" L IB E R T Y BONDS
comes as a surprise to a new inves

20 cents, has gone to 35 now, so many
"Fan any little boy asked the new i
least knowledge of their inner lives
are using it. Lard lias been tabooed teacher, "tell me tin1 difference be
or their inner thoughts. There is a
too. and cotton seed products and com tween a lake and an ocean?”
little woman whom some of us have
pounds are all I use. It came a little
"I can,” replied Edward, whose wis
known well, whose husband is barely
hard at first to me, I admit, but it was i dom had been learned from experi
in the list which composes salaried
only in the feeling. Rye and graham 1ence. "Lakes are much pleasanter to
men instead of wage earners. In fact
and barley go into every Lit of bread : swallow wlii'ii von fall in."
in figures his salary per month falls
make and dry bread 1 roll into
far short of the wages of some of the
crumbs and make pancakes and mut
men who do occasional modest
re
fins of it. For sugars I use brown or
37% M ore
pairs upon the little house he owns.
molasses largely. 'I"he children do not
For Your
She has always seemed happy and
notice that dark cakes, really ginger
comfortable, and a good planner.
M oney
breads or molasses mixtures
have
Some women get their halo in heaven,
taken the place of tin1 frosted or cho
1 imagine, by their title to being good
colate filled cakes they used to have,
planners. Apparently her home has
and the same with the cookies they
*<**5Vr
gone much the same in these three
have. My pie crusts arc made with
years of constantly increasing prices,
linking powder and a scant amount
and 1 said to her this week that she
i of shortening, more like biscuit dough,
did not seem to be hit much by the
land even into those 1 sift a little rye
hard times, or rather higher prices,
N n advance in price for this 20-year|flour : i' all - a ■, e> on w m a i t . > on kno\\ .
old remedy —25c for 2-1 tablets--Some
and wondered how she did it. And
cold tablets now 00c for 21 tablets j For ( aml i e - 1 ha ve -ubst i> lit ■M nuts
she told me some ways, and they
Figured on proportionate cost per
' and fruits.: for butter again we use
tablet, you save 9 b e when you buy
may be helpful to others in this time
Hill's - C u r e s Cold
! peanut or apple butter Ireely:
the
in 24 hours - grip
of sacrifice for others
in 3 days
Money
: s o u p s w e u s e d to have are displaced
back if it foils.
■I guess 1 have kept up and kept
j by vegetable creamed soups, or (dam
24 T a b l e t * f o r 25c.
on by just hunting all the time for
A t a ny Drug Store
j broth, and they like the change while
som°thing which will do as well as
something else I must drop,” she
said. “ To begin with fuel, which is

YOU CAN GET A N Y ONE OF THE
TEN NEW AUTUM N CHALMERS
NOW; AND THE PRICES M AY NOT
LOWER IN TWO OR THREE YEARS
F o r im m ed iate purchase, ten o f the most
eye-p lea sin g A u tu m n ca r* that e v e r b o re the
C h a lm ers nam e.
Such a w id e ran ge o f selection, toof T h e r e 's
a 5-passenger ca r o f finality in good sense;
h ere a Sedan o f su prem e light w eigh t; a
C a b rio le t that “ c o m fo rta b le ** ab ly describes*
a stunning R o a d s te r a n y c le v e r w om en d r iv e r
w ill lik e; a S p eed ster that can g iv e the 80 m iles
an h ou r thrill; a sedate L im o u sin e that spells
cozin ess plus; a T o w n C a r that w ill m ake ten
w o m en out o f ten w ish fo r Santa C lau s righ t
a w a y ; a L im o u sin e L a n d a u let that fo r p ra ctic
a b ility is sim p ly there!
N o n eed to go on. Y o u ca n 't e x p e c t to dis
cuss m o to r cars in te llig en tly unless yo u see
these.
F o r th e y h ave a lu re abou t them that
is go in g to cause w id e com m ent.
TOURING CAR.5-PASSENGER $1250TOURING CAR.7.PASSENGERSI3SO
ROADSTER. 2-PASSENGER. 1250 TOURING SEDAN. 7-PASSENGRR $1850

C. L. Pettingill & Son, Agts. So. Aroostook
A. W. McGary, Local Agent
‘ M -| fI M
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Get the Genuine

CASCARA H

QUININE

tor.
Without wishing
in any way to
discourage
the purchase
of small
bonds
of fifty-dollar and
one-hundred-dollar units. I cannot too strong
ly recommend to those who subscribe
to the Liberty loans to the extent of
a thousand dollars or more to take
thousand-dollar units. It is true that j so dear. I have found that there are

that.
there has been very little buying and way* to save considerably on
selling of the so-called baby
bonds item, by closing up all rooms not
since the whole issue was listed on I absolutely needed, and making some
the Stock Exchange: and, in a sense changes to bring our living quarters
every
the baby bonds have stayed sold bet (close together. If you notice,
!
room
open
has
a
distinct
value
Then
ter than the larger units. Also it is
1
1
utilize
every
bit
of
sunshine,
taking
true that at least one broker has been
which
willing to buy at the regular price down the drapery curtains
shut
out
so
much,
and
running
the
all baby bonds offered for sale.
But the regular normal unit of buy
ing and selling on the Stock Exchange
for bonds is one thousand dollars;
L IM E T R E A T M E N T
and year In and year out there is
fo r ( ho.«e ruffci inf; fr oi i ( lironlr < r :u n ' •
more likely to be a steady, depend
pilli.ionury
; mi
I'ioncUKii
t. <•u •■;, : , v.
o ’Uifiis or i .>1.1,;. i ;
able market at only slightly varying
E C K M A N 'S A L T E R A T I V E
prices for the normal unit than for
'i .■ C.ilcuini pi-fparui ;o,i \, !,i
n y lo
taken Ly til" avi'ray person uiilini.; Co
some unusually small one.
tnrh r’P dip.-stion.
An olticletp tonie a n t
ti>'-ne huilijf-r. Contains JU. ! u‘,, l,
In other words, the* nonnai work
' I
. . J o or l l a h i t - l X i r m i ’A,- Dru,-.
ings of a market cannot, even in war
$2 size, now $1.50.
$1 sL.*, n;v/ fiOc
Sold by rtll lending- clrusrptfi,3,
time.
accommodate themselves to
l-o Kt.-.-in I,'i hot at or'-, pi:Pa■ V-,o;a.
«m all units. The seller of a small
bond not only gets a shade less than
for a thousand-dollar piece, but the MERCHANTS WIFE ADVISES
buyer has to pay more— that is, the
HOULTON WOMEN
little bond sufTers both ways.
And
“I had stemach troube so bad I
this applies to those for five hundred could eat nothing but toast, fruit and
dollars as well as for the very small hot water. Everything alse soured
denominations.
and formed gas. Dieting did no good.
These price differences among the I was miserable until I tried buck
different units are very slight, and thorn bark, glyperine. etc., as mixed
the losses sustained by small owners in
Alder-i-ka.
ONE
SPOONFUL
win no doubt prove insignificant. Of benefited me IN S T A N T L Y .” Because
course it Is generally recognized that Alder-i-ka empties B O T H large and
many owners of very small bonds will small Intestine it relieves A N Y CASE
never be obliged to sell; nor will they constipation, sour stomach or gas and
want to sell. Small bonds naturally prevents appendicitis. It has Q U IC K 
stay lodged in a more permanent EST action of anything we ever sold.
O. F .French & Son, Druggists, Houlfashion than larger ones.
Persons unacquainted with Stock ton, Me.

^ h e ^ f ig h e s t G la s s
£jfa lH

in g M a c h in e i n th e W

o rld

the last to go on y our
I ’Hi the seYcden of an efficient and cconc5 fievi roof is of first importance. If you will usa

AN IDEAL

T

ain-teed

H E m arvelous grow th o f Sonora (1917

R o o fin g

sales 100 tim es those o f 1913) is due

s o lely to in trin sic value.
A

ph on ograp h

m e rely ” as

on voElding you will get the most efficient roof, and
will cut dawn the cost of the roof materially.

good ” or

C E R T , u Y - T E E D R o o fin g is economical to buy, inex
pensive to lay, and it costs practically nothing to main
tain. I t ; s weathertight, fire retardant, clean, sanitary, and
gives ;!:e utmost roofin g service over a period of years.
C E R F A I N - T E E D is guaranteed for 5, 10 or 15 years,
according to thickness (1 , 2 or 3 p ly ).

" s lig h tly b e tte r” cou ld n ever h ave a ch ieved
such results in
co m p e titio n

the face

and

o f the vigorou s

exten sive

p u b lic ity

of

o ld e r established m achines.

T h e quality and merit o f C E R T A I N - T E E D have made it the
preferable type of roofing for office buildings, hotels, factories,
stores, warehouses, garages, farm buildings, etc. I f you are build
ing it will be to your interest to investigate C E R T A I N - T E E D .

I f yo u want " T h e H ig h est Cla£s T a lk in g
M a ch in e m th e W o r l d ” yo u m ust b u y th e
Sonora.

There are many roll roofings, but only one C E R T A I N - T E E D .
A s it costs no more to lay a C E R T A I N - T E E D R oof than it
does to lay a p jo r roof, it will pay to get the best, and save on
renewals and upkeep. Y o u can’t tell the quality o f roll roofing
by its appearance, or by feeling of it; your only safety is in the
label. Be sure it is C E R T A I N - T E E D .

150

$55 $60 $80
$105
$110 $140 $155 $175 $200
$250 k $375
$500
$1000
^

-

Certain-teed Slate-Surfaced Asphalt Shingles
ire so; planting wood and slate shingles for residences. They cost less, are
just as good looking, wear better, won’t fall off, buckle or split. They are
fire
and do not have to be painted or stained.

SONORA PHONOGRAPH
CO., INC. N. Y.

Certain-teed Paint* and Varnishes
are made of the best quality materials and
mixed by modem machinery to insure
uniformity. Made for all uses and in ail
colors and sizes. Any dealer can get them
for you. With paint and varnish, as with
roofing, the name C E R T A IN -T E E D Is
a guarantee or quality and satisfaction.

W. B. GLYNN,
S A X T O N ’S R IV E R . V T .
Distributor

W illiam
Tell
FLO X 7 R .

CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION

New York. CuL'.'vijo, Philadelphia. St.Louis, Boston,
‘ Httsburgh, Detroit,
Buffalo, S-ui j'rtiLieiaeo, Miiv. aukee, Cincinnati, i'jtvori:
Loe Angeles,
Minneapolis, ixausas City, bcuttle, Indianapolis, Atlanta. MetnrVs. Richmond,
Grand Rapids. Naabviue, Salt L-Xe City UisM oim ,
-Uutfi, LonJ-va.
Sydney, Havana.

i—rr.—“ G S Z

You should smoke Lucky Strike
If you are a pipe smoker
this is your cigarette.
Made of that delicious
Burley tobacco you’ve
always loved.
Lucky Strike is the real
Burley cigarette.

n

G u a ra n te e d b y

Lu cky Strike Cigarettes have a
new flavor because (like 95% of
your foods) the tobacco has been
cooked— it’s toasted. T h is seals in
the unequalled Burley flavor.
( 56)
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WHAT THE Y. M. C. A. IS TO
THE SOLDIER
j
THE SOLDIER

i

are doing their bit in this war The year a deni*
W . C. T. U. members are reminded pastor’s Bible Class for men will meet pleasant task of burning the mortgage
noon.
on
the
Manse
property
which
had
U i e r who has a disparaging remark to
that the regular meeting on Nov. 15,
been cancelled
cancelled a
a short
short time
time ago.
ago. B
BeJunior
League
meeting
at
3.00
P.
M
jbeen
e
-j
q ___ #
„
_____
.
.
[to
make about the Y. M. C. A. is a order in any more cars than he can
occurs at the home of Mrs. A. Astle,
The Epworth League meeting at , fore doing this he gave a brief history , bergt“ Arthur Guy Empey, formerly sol(Iier who ls
detriment to thp 1pIace Immediately.
Court 8 t
6.15 o’clock.
Iof the Congregation from the time of machine gunner
and bomber in the'
aemment
to the
_
army and to the cause of justice, de- !,s
Friends In town are glad to know
Praise and preaching service at 7.00, jits birth up to the present time, which Britishar™y; author
of- Over the lmocracy and llberty The y
M c a
that Mrs. Howard Mcllroy has re
mendous demand for steel and skil
with special music and the third and [was
very interesting.
During
the ; . ° p’
~ aI1'et£" said concerning embodies
all three of the a>oove.
led mechanics in war time industries.
turned home much improved In health
last sermon from the Book of Jonah Iburning of the Mortgage the Congrega- the 1M c A
Red Triangle
w ar,
„
The year 1918 w-ill see a greatly
gfter submitting to a surgical opera
"I take my hat off to the Y. M. C
decreased production of cars, at prices
Prayer meeting at 7 30 Tuesday tion joined heartily in singing: “Praise work:
A.
and
I
know
that
the
American
sol
tion.
considerably increased.
In order to
God From Whom all Blessings Flow."
"The other day I had the question
evening.
dier will do the same after he get;> be able to supply the trade, with new
The
meeting
was
closed
by
singing
asked
me,
‘What
does
a
soldier
think
The pastor will conduct a service in
Spring Models, the dealer must buy
into the thick of it."
"M y Country ’Tis of Thee, Sweet Land of the Y. M. C A?’
now, and carry his stock over winter,
The local market is very
quiet, the Watson M. E. Church, Littleton,
Arthur
Guy
Empey.
both to protect himself from the New
of Liberty."
“What does a soldier think of the
buyers are paying $2.42 per 100 lbs. at 2.30 P. M.
Year increase in price, and to protect
The
Guild
of
the
M.
E.
Church
will
~~
Y.
M.
C.
A!
What
does
he
think
of
which is on a basis of $4.00 per bar
the trade, from a car shortage dur
give a chicken stew supper in the
his home? His reply to the second
ing the Spring delivery season.
rel.
vestry of the Church, Thursday even
(Contributed
by
Soph.
English
class)
question will fully answer the first
During the past two weeks, we have
The total shipments from
Maine
ing, Nov. 22, from 5.30 to 7.00, the
unloaded six carloads of new Models,
The first meeting of the Meduxne- To the men of the English army on
for 1S17 la 3928 cars as compared
Despite the
fact that over
fifty and have placed orders for a great
price of which is 35c.
keag Camp Fire was held November the western front, the Y. M. C. A. is automobile manufacturers "have an■with 10,031 last year, for the week of
many more, to be delivered between
Congregational
6, 1917. There were eight members
home, the only home they have. In nounced an advance in price ranging now and January 1st.
1917, there were 328 cars and same
To provide
Preaching services at the Congre present. MissSawtelle
isthe Guard- France the Y. M. C. A. does not do its from ten to twenty-five per cent and storage space for these cars, we are
period last year 703.
gational Church Sunday morning at ian. The officers which were chosen work over the long distance telephone that all cars, both new and
used offering all our used Models, at a
The Produce News says:
sacrifice.
are as follows:
- b u t it goes right into shell fire, right have thus automatically increaseTin
W h ile offerings from
nearly
all 10.30. Evening service at 7 P. M.
Anyone looking for a good car, at
sections continue light the market is
Miss Mary Watson
President into the mud and grime.
lvalue, the E. E. Wentworth Corpora- a gift price, will find unusual values,
First Baptist Church
still slow. Receivers find this hard
Miss Lillian Sutherland
j “Ninety per cent, of the letters you tion, distributors of the W illy ’s Over- at our Used Car Sale, which runs
to understand, but they know
that REV. H E N R Y C. SPEED, PASTOR.
Vice
President
will receive from your dear ones land line, are advertising a sale of during the whole of this week, at our
10.30,
sermon
and
morning
worship:
tho trade ia not good. There is prac
Houlton sales rooms."
Secretary “Somewhere in France’ will have that all used Models at big discounts.
tically- no demand and the light re 12.00, Bible School; 7.00, Address by Miss Dorothy Weed

at

L

POTATOES

AUTOMOBILE PRICES
TUMBLING

R. C. I.

ceipts are ample. One thing that is William A. Hill of Boston.
Miss Louise Adams
Treasurer little
at the
thr. I ^Cars that
. formerly
.
, sold
, ^ from
„
m ue red
reu Yr. M
ivi. lC . aA . triangle at
Seven
holding hack receipts,
particularly
If the public schools open the prl
v
\
t
,
top
of
the
paper
and
on
the
envelope.
Hundred
to
Two
Thousand
dollars.
from
the State is the unfavorable
junior departments,
the
.
6 '
‘ '
‘ m^e ng_ was e d i have sat in a Y. M. C. A. hut less are being offered for less than half
weather conditions in Steuben County mary and
and other poptato sections. It Is un Bible School will hold their regular Thursday afternoon, Nov. 8, at four than a mile behind
the front line their
former price, and far
below
derstood that about % and 1*3 of the sessions and the “Go-to-Church” band o clock, in the Ricker Memorial Par trench with shells screeching over- 1their present value,
crop in Steuben is still in the ground.
, .
- ...
_
will be expected to be present at the lors. A brief speech on "Friendship" head, writing a letter home to my j T
W ill find that the sarsaparilla, pep
Last week weather was quite cold in
was given by Miss Doris Pollard which mother
!u In ,speaking ° f thi8> Manager F. F.
sin, nux and iron treatment comprised
mumtu.
Harrison recently said, “W e are conthat section and the ground froze morning service:
A large
in Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron
The church prayer meeting will be was enjoyed by everyone.
hard. Growers were unable to dig and
"After being relieved from a tour fronted with a condition in the merwill give brain and nerve force, re
have not been able to do much since. held Tuesday evening and th • choir number of young ladies were present, jn th(, trenches the s0|dler fs wet : chandlzlng of cars that is without
lieve the nervous strain Incident to
This cold weather did not seriously
precedent in the Automobile indus
but the Assn, hopes that a larger num
rehearsal on Friday evening.
muddy, cold and hungry.
When he try. Ordinarily at this season of the
damage stock, but has prevented dig
“ too much to do In too little time,’’
ber
will
attend
in
the
future.
A
cord
Rev. William A. Hill, who is joint
reaches rest billets does he lie down 1
ging to a great extent The last State
characteristic of life today.
ial
welcome
is
extended
to
all
who
stock that Is here Is selling around secretary for New England, of the
in this state on the floor to contract
These blood and nerve medicines
$4.60 per 180 lbs.
American Baptist Foreign and Home wish to join the work of the Y. W . C rheumatism
seem to lift the nervous and over
and to grumble? Not
A s far as Maine is concerned In the Missionary Societies and the American A.
worked into new life, enabling them
likely!
But he makes a bee line for
potato game it might as well be off
Prof. W ebb led the Y. M. C. A.
to accomplish easily the things that
the Y. M. C. A. hut, gets a hot cup of
the map. There are practically no Baptist Publication Society will hold
have fretted them and have seemed
the meeting Tuesday night with a very tea with cakes (sold at cost price)
Malnes coming and the few that are an important conference under
to bring them to a standstill.
offered are small, inferior and in slow auspices of the Court and Military pointed talk on “Habits and School then sits around a glowing stove to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron
demand. Maine shippers have an idea Street Baptist Churches, next Sunday Life.”
dry himself, chatting with his mates. ’
are very effectively supplemented by
that the market is bound to advance
and Monday.
The conferences
beMiss Fowena Flynt, of Skowhegan, 1When the fire has done its work he
Hood’s Pills, in cases where a laxa
and for that reason are holding th e ir,
.
...................
stock. Shipments from Aroostook are I Sinning at ten o clock Monday, will be was a week end guest of Miss Steward, generally goes over to one of the many
tive is needed. These three prepara
about 6,000 cars behind last year at held with the Free Baptist Church,
tions are all sold by your
Miss W ebb was a Sunday guest of little wooden writing tables and writes
this time. Maine shippers made good and all of the United Baptist Churches Principal and Mrs. Dyer.
r.et them today.
a letter home telling the folks to cheer
money last year and feel certain that
g ou^h Aroostook have been invited
Prof. W ebb sang a solo at thfe Pres up.
!
they can repeat it this season
N o w She is S tron g and
IN S A N IT A R IU M T H R E E W E E K S
Michigan is quoting $1.55 bulk and This Is an unusual privilege for Houl byterian church Sunday morning.
j “if y0Ur boy is a good boy, the Y.
Splendid results in kidney and bladder
11.62 and 1.05 sacked.
The general ton as Mr. Hill made a trip aroud the
H
ea
rty
The Ricker Red Cross Club
met M. C. A. will make him a better boy. ;
troubles are achieved by Foley Kidney
quotation here is $4.50 per 180 lbs., world a few years ago and thus has
Pa.— “I was over Pills. Mrs. Effle E. Kleppe, Averill, Minn,
Monday
night
in
the
Gymnasium
in
If
your
boy
is
a
bad
boy
the
Y.
M.
C.
which shows a loss to the purchaser a first-hand knowledge of the fields.
worked, run down, nervous, could not writes: "I was at Fargo sanitarium three
W ording Hall.
A large unmber o f 1A. will make him a good boy.
If eat or sleep. I felt like crying all the weeks for rheumatism and kidney trouble:
if It w as bought at the figure quoted.
The public will be welcome to all of
got no relief. I began using Foley Kid
Michigan stock is of good quality and
the girls are very rough interested in y0Ur boy is a Protestant, if he is a
* £ e<L5fff®rent remedies with- ney Pills and found immediate relief.
these
services.
cleans up fairly w ell at quotations.
bottle completed the cure.”
the work and an hour of profit and '
io „ T- w 0,,0ri
OCtorJsai^ ** was a A HATHEWAY
DRUG COMPANY.
i Cfl>tnoliCi ii n6 is si J©^, even if he is wonder X w a s Alive* And wH^n Vinnl
Shippers are paying $1.60 bu. on Long
First Presbyterian Church
pleasure was spent.
............ .. he is welcome
....................
. . Y w a , given me I began to improve! I ---------------------------------------------------- —
Island for stock and only moderate
a
Chinaman,
at
the
The Ladies of the First Presby
quantities are^ moving from
there.
The class in Gymnasium work has
------ave taken eight bottles and am i v q t ic k o f F ir s t M kktxnu o r CaBniTous
Long Island grow ers also* have
an terian Church, Houlton, gave a Free begun in earnest. The various class M. C. A. hut; no distinctions are made
s t r ic t Court of the United States for
Idea that the market will improve and Supper to the members and adherents
w irtt
r L
.gamS
“
the Distract of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
new in reference to religion.
are holding for higher prices. Long of the Congregation last Friday even es meet twice a week. Many
"If your boy Is a good Christian, he enough.”— M i ^ S a r t h i £ rj!>M8.V xoai ! OdhJt n F®matterof
Folk dances and exercises are being
Island stock is selling mostly around
)
The different sections of the
66, with some of the best reaching ing.
learned, which will prove healthful is wanted by the Y. M. C
w ?Jr*aa
Pa.
[|° dtey ^
<
C.. A. If your
y o u r,l 'N
£ ada Bt,»
* * ^W ^Jolph ia, P
™
~ 'Bankrupt.
■
‘ lD B“ kra* * congregation were well represented.
66.26.
as well as pleasant. Miss Eva Saw ' hnv
an flthplst hp
^ftllhiv dP<Hred
tS L !^ k t over" 1 , To the creditors of said Odbery Kinney
Supper was served from 5.30 P. M. telle is the leader of this work
' y
Y
d
S L W “ k w om * n *r<m E or re- of Mars Hill, in the County of Aroostook,
. b the y M C A The Y M C A u 101! yom ’ money. Form ula on every and District aforesaid, bankrupt
until 7 P. M. after which the meeting telle is the leader of this work.
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th day
bottle. This is your protection.
Miss Sawyer of Masardis has enter
was called to order for business and
workers are a set of clean, conscien- H A T H E W A Y DRUG CO., H O U LTO N of Nov. A. D. 1917 the said Odbery Kinney
ed
the
Senior
Class.
Methodist Episcopal Church
was
duly
adjudicated bankrupt; and
entertainment. Mr. James Archibald
tious, God fearing men, and certainly |
•_____________________________________ that the first meeting of his creditors will
Miss Ruth Olson of New Sweden,
RUV. TH O M A S W H IT E S ID E ,
Jacted as chairman and proved to be
beheld at the office of Edwin L. Vail, in
L I T T L E ONES A N D OLD ONES
Houlton, ou the 24th day of Nov. A. D.f
P A ST O R Ian Ideal one. Mr. W ebb of the Ricker [ has been obliged to go home on ac
CUT T H IS OUT— IT IS W O R T H M ONEY
James Edwards, 208 Harriett St., Mont- i017, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at which
M iss C lare Wood, Superintendent JInstitute was present, also Mrs. J. H. j count of illness,
I DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip gomery, Ala., writes: “My whole family : time the said creditors may attend, prove their
of tho Deaconess Home in Haverhill, j Lindsay, both sang solos which were
Trials for Soph. Dec. have begun enclose with 5c to Foley & Co., 2835 Shef- ls using Foley’s Honey and Tar Com- claims, appoint a trustee, examine thebankontb„ei0eHeoiiv !
...
.field Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your pound now—the Httle ones and the old . rUpt and transact such other business as may
Mass., w ill give an address in the In- ! well received, and
enthusiastically I under thetrainingof Miss W ebb.
name and address clearly. You will re- ones. It has cured our coughs and brok- proreriy come before sa>d meeting.
terMts of Deaconess W ork at the'encored. Mr. John Crawford, of Fox ! Prin Dyer and Mr Roix accom- ce,ve in return a trlal package contain- en our colds." Foley’s Honey and Tar,
fiiwiv V v m
10 80 A M RArvIcA
’
“
7
y
i ing Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound for clears stopped air passages, heals raw
LL)V\1N L. V A IL .
croft, being the oldest member of the pained the second football team to coughs, colds and croup; Foley Kidney inflamed membranes, removes phlegm
Referee in Brnkruptoy.
Tlie Sunday School, including the Congregation, performed the
very :Millinocket,Saturday.
P h a T h e w a y d r u g *^ O
Ny !
^ h a ^ h e w a y DRUG COMPANY.
Dated at Houlton, Nov. 5, 1917.

BUSY, HARD-WORKED
MEN AND WOMEN

OVERWORKED,
m WOMAN
TOOK VINOl

every ^ rcSM c^ ^ an d ^ h avJ

*n i In ^
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Second
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I

ORE

GARMENT

Floor

of

Store

F o rm e rly

i i

O ccu p ied

by

M cLeod

Bros,

has

Assembled for Quick Disposal
147 w arm W in ter Coats at a money saving advantage of $3.00 to $7.00 on each and every Garment
AN

UNUSUAL

OFFERING

OF

Garments well worth their regular
to $22.50.......................... ......

Entire stock oi Coats that

COATS

-L:

Get in

One Lot Goats p r i c e d f o r N o v e m b e r

AT

Under present market conditions these garments are
well worth $27.50.............................................

is of $9.50

Touch with

the

most

attractive

line

ol

retail regularly at $30.00
and up, priced for Novem
ber sales at a reduction of
$5.00 to $7.00.

in Aroostook County.
Silks, Serges and
priced to stimulate ----N

O

V

E

i

M

B

S a l e s at

E

i

R

B

A

Satins ail
L

E

fit

About 75 high grade Suits
assembled for the big volumn of business that al
ways comes in Novem ber
A special discount of 10 to
15 per cent on all Suits
.

\ __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ >

Dress Skirts from all wool serges .poplin s and gabar
dines. W e w ill offer during November, skirts at $5 to
$8.60» the same quality materials that we have sold at
these prices other years when materials were at least
25 per cent lower in price.

This is not mere newspaper talk.

I f you are looking for a Coat, Suit, Dress, Skirt or l ur,
come to the store that is showing the newest and most
complete line of merchandise, at prices w ay below
market conditions.

.

W e are showing merchandise that will back every statement in this ad.

Your shopping tour w ill not be complete unless you v isit-----------------------

■ARMENT
50 Main Street

STORE

Entrance through the L. L. McLeod Dry Goods Store

Second Floor
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C LA SSIFIE D ADS

CLASSIFIED ADS
0 « « r S kin t and Fur*.

We are head-

Helen

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK RAILROAD COMPANY

Hamblen, R. N., Massage

Specialty.

Tel. 136-3.

OF L O C A L

a

146p

Office o f the President

INTEREST

Quarters at highest cash prices.
Advtg.
Houlton Hide ft W ool Co.. Houlton For 8ale— Good Family Driving Horse.
Me.______________________________
Inquire at 79 Court St., or Tel. 426-1.
Robt. D. Clark of Bangor was in
Dr. F. H. Jackson was in Portland
246
Live’ Chickens, Fowl, and Turkeys
several days last week on business.
town last week calling on friends.
wanted, fqr which I will pay high Capable Girl Wanted
in Family of
Its worth a trip to Berry’s stable
Order your renewals on all maga
est cash prices. Jack McNair. Park
two. Inquire of Miss Edna Gentle. !
to
see the fine horses he has for sale. zines at the TIMES office.
St. Tel. 59-4.
245
73 Court St.
146P
Mrs. Aaron Putnam spent a few
The Houlton Cash Market is show
"W anted immediately two carloads of A Young Lady Cashier, also Young days at her old home in Ft. Fairfield ing a good assortment of all kinds of
potatoes; advise at once best price
man to learn the business, wanted.
last week.
meats, in addition to Fresh Fish and
for Immediate'delivery. W est Side
Apply to G. W. Richards Co.
tf
Chas. H. Berry has the faculty of Oysters.
Foundry Co.. Troy, N. Y .”
344
For Rent— Downstairs, seven-room selecting horses that suit Aroostook
Air. A. L. Titcomb returned
last
tenement, bath, electric lights and
Desirable Home For Rent, 8 Rooms,
work.
week from a successful hunting trip.
furnace
heat,
Seventy-seven
North
city water, with good stable, known
Bert Cameron has accepted a posi
There never was a better line of
Street. Apply to Mrs. Hattie Led
as the Kidder farm on Court
St.
tion
as head baker with Dent’s Bak Overcoat and Suiting samples ex
ger.
45tf
Apply to Don A. H. Powers.
-------------------------------------------------------- ery in Woodstock.
hibited than those shown by C. B.
r?om’ upstairs rent j
Vou wanf a horse, go to Berry’s
For • * ! * — Farm, Village Home, Wood For Rent—
Esters. Call and see them.
on Lincoln St., to family without
. U a „,
lots tad tim ber lands. Inquire Jack
Mr. and Mrs. Edw. Mercier were
small children. Inquire N. C. Bata - ,seem9 t0 be a ,am,llar sl° san ,n Hou1'
las ft Jackins, Real Estate Agency,
brook. Room 4, Frisbie Block. Tel. ton.
visiting relatives
in Montreal
last
Hamilton ft Burnham Block.
Office
34341
46tf. i Mr. Jas. C. Dill of Bowdoinham. was
week, Airs. Mercier will remain away
Hours, T a. m. to 8 p. m.
-------------------------------------------------- ------- ' ;in tow’n last week on business and
about a month.
to Let— Newly Furnished, calling on old friends.
For Rent— Desirable Residence on Rooms
Air. A. AI. Clark has been making
Steam
heat,
electric
lights,
use
of
Military St., at present occupied by
The well known Irving-Pitt Loose
bath. 1 minute walk from Post Of
some needed improvements on his
Dr. Jackson, will be vacated on
Price
fice. The Hughes house, so-called, Leaf Binders, Ring Binders,
completion of his new house, in
residence on Commonwealth Ave.
Books,
etc.,
can
be
obtained
at
the
corner
Pleasant
St.,
and
Highland
December. Allston Cushing.
tf
Buy your Texaco Gasoline of James
Ave.
Inquire
at residence even TIM ES office.
Peabody, use the best gasoline for
ings.
145
Mrs. Walter Swett has
returned
W A N T E D — Young men and women to
your automobile— Texaco.
qualify for Government positions.
from
Fredericton
where
she
was
cal
Supt. Tlios. P. Packard and wife are
Several thousand appointments to New 1918 samples ready soon— Con
nect now for local territory, three led by the serious illness of h e r
be made during the year. Free
receiving congratulations upon the
big feature lines, viz: exclusive art mother.
circulars. Thomas Business Col
birth of a daughter.
calendars, leather goods, metal and
lege, Waterville, Maine.
37
The business men of Houlton are
paraffine signs— highest pay:
best
D1AAIONDS loose and mounted at
support; a two million dollar con much interested in the Fine line of OSGOOD'S.
Lowest prices. Largest
Mill
For Sale— On Account of ill
cern. Address, Elwood Myers Co., Shirt samples now’ on exhibition by stock.
health I will sell the Sincock Lum 
902-904 Marbridge Bldg., New York C\ B. Esters. Custom shirts at ready
ber Mill at a bargain, good pro
Miss Alargaret Alt ridge, left, last
City.
made prices.
position for the right person. Ad

B angor, Maine, N ovem ber 10, 1917
;T o the Shipping Public :
I am in receipt of two telegram s from W ashington calling
my attention sharply to the fact that shippers of freight at sta
tions on the B an g o r and Aroostook Railroad are not loading cars
as heavily as they should, thus using m ore cars than are necss-;
sary, these telegram s contain distinct w arn in gs that the car sup
ply will be shut off from our shippers unless this is immediately
corrected, and your attention is called particularly to a circular
which is being sent out by our Freight Departm ent today to every
potato shipper whose name is on our list.
Since October 15th the minimum car-load of potatoes pro
vided for in our tariff is 36,000 pounds, and very fe w cars hav#*
been loaded in excess of the m inimum .. There appears to be no
reason why the cars should not be loaded to an average of 50,000
pounds or more and it is certain that the car supply will be re
duced or absolutely stopped unless the public immediately comply
with these advices from ,\A/ashington as has been clone elsewhere
throughout the United States, and I hope in our mutual interest
that this will be corrected at once.
P E R C Y R. T O D D ,
President/

All's. S. AI. Currie of Fredericton
All Elks who are interested in howl
June.. N. B.. is visiting her sistei. ing are requested to meet at the Elks
Airs. Aloses Burpee on Court St.
home this Wednesday evening at 7,30
Walter T. French has rented the After arrangement:- for a tournament
A ld ’artland house on Water stre-t. have been m il! s'! >■! a a
ter stow
will be served.
dress. Mrs. Henry Sincock. 38%
The little store with the small price:, week, for Boston, where sin* will visit and is now occupying the same.
j The grade schools will open this
Pleasant St., Houlton. Me. Phone Must Sell— 115 acres level potato (near Highland Ave. bridge) are of Air. and Airs. Ed. Attridge.
All those wiio purchased
Liberty
land: no rocks: cut 30 tons hay;
.
Business men enjoy a well fitting Wednesday morning after being elosed Bonds on the installment
100 apple trees: excellent ten-room fering low prices on Turkeys.
payment
for two weeks.
house, phone; shade trees; fine
plan are notified that the se ond insThe Ricker Travel Class will mem shirt, and when you purchase a ready- j
House for Sale — A new 7 room j view; barn 50x30, granary, piggery,
Buy Alarm Clocks that Strike the tallment of IS per emit is due in Bos
made
shirt
it
always
fits
when
bought
!
Charb-s
bungalow’ on the Calais road, one
etc.; good repair; price $3700, part t with Mi’s. Winona Nelson.
of O. B. Esters. Call and see his line ' Hours and Half Hours at OSGOOD'S ton on Nov. 15, necessitating the paj
mile from P. O. All modern im
cash including three horses, cow, jSt.. on Monday evening.
OSGOOD'S Hand Alade Weddin ; ment at the Houlton Bank., on Wed
provements, finished with hardwood
pigs, poultry, vehicles, machinery | Gold worked over and over by hand and leave your order.
floors, hath, electric lights, w a te r , and tools.
Rings are best and Cost no more.
iiesday ot this week.
A. E. Roderick, Skow•
Congressman
Ira
G.
Horsey
of
Houl
1n the house, hot air heat, full set
hegan, Me , branch Chapin Farm |such as Osgood does his Wedding
The Red Cross has sent 4'>2 Christ ton
was
the
speaker
at
the
recent
screens, outside windows and doors.
Agency. 294 Washington St.. Bos j Rings makes it look better and wear
\Vr acres of the best garden land
regular meeting of the ATnine Club! mas ])ark; igi-s ovrr lUTiiS:> with tie* re ton.
245 j better.
REWARD FOR SOMEONE
(|m-st that th*\v hr given to tht* lo 'Ini
in the town, garage,
hen house,
at Washington. I). C.
j If you wish an evening's enterMini,
horse stall, hay shed, all in perfect
complaint has been heard
Co . B. rompo MSi ot
U.
s.
Inf,aiitry.
Any kind of a norse ran he found
Serg't Empev’s book “ Over tin* op Itainment which combines high vocal
shape. Price very moderate. In
being out in
Houltt m ihoys. Th e hal anr<* of the a be ill tin * .street lights
Ilf
at
Berry's
stable,
light
or
heavy,
for
|art with bright and amusing novelquire at TIM ES Office
is on sale at the TIMES office.
severti
I
p
la
c
e
dm
e
quota,
471
.
will
be
shippe
the
snow storm
(1
on
!)er.
5Hi
I ties, hear the “ Marigold Quartet'’ of all kinds of work.
. ill Oct.
for
the
hoys
on
this
side.
:
young
ladies.
Each
one
is
an
artist
Wanted a Reliable Trustworthy Man
“ They are two eompanles in one
C ARD OF T H A N K S
|with two or more season’s exper- l)ig program- a singing chorus, and
At that
time many lamps
were
Have your Wedding
Ring
mad'
to invest $10,000 in the most modern
To
our
many
friends
who
so
kind
lience. Coming Dee. 11. High School a real orchestra
6 % story, 40 suite apartment block in
You get more har- ! while von wait. See it doin' tit OS destroyed by the storm, tlmse were
Get your season ticket monv than a male fiuartette. more
the city of Boston. Income over $12,- lv assisted us during the illness of our j auditorium.
replaced in many instances, hut it
, GOOD'S.
000 yearly. $5,000 per year net for little son. and for those who spoke early.
rollicking action than a college glee
contributed
Christian Science services held each took so many that the Electric Light
Order your Saturday Evening Post club, as many laughs as a home
the man that can qualify This is as words of comfort, and
Sunday at 11 A. AI. Sincock Hall, Nov. Go. did not have supply enough to go
safe as Government bonds. A postal flowers after his death, we desire to and Ladies' Home .Journal at the town minstrel show." The pieced
to P. O. Box 1239, Boston, Mass., w i ll; express. our
. , 4thanks.„ Wo
VT are
, . especial..
„ TIHES Office.
ing statement is true of the “ .Musi 1Stil. Subject; "Mortals and Immnr around, and their stock has been de
bring full particulars. You %
have e n - ! ^ thankful to the R. N. ot A., the B.
cal Guardsmen" coming Nov. 20. tals." On the 1st Wednesday even layed in coming.
tire charge of the property including!0*
T. and the Maccabee Lodges,
Get your season ticket.
ing of each month at 7.3o a testi j Then, added to this, some hoys with
collecting of the rents
344 j
and
1 > e t e r C l a r k an(1 Faiml>'NOTICE OF FOR ECLOSURE
The Rent Receipt Books made at
Whereas Denis Baron of Eagle Lake the TIMES office contain a receipt monial meeting is held. All are wt 1 jair guns have been putting the lamps
I out of commission, using them as a
come.
in the county of Aroostook and State
and notice to quit— Call and see them.
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
However, the company is on
Air ami Airs. Wendall Sharpe and target
<a!! at t he TIAIES otfice tor
November the 4th, 1912 and recorded
!
the
track
ot them and Five Dollars
son Geo., accompanied by Air. and
in the Northern District of Aroostook scriptions to all magazines;
is
waiting
for the name of the next
Airs. .Miles Rhoda returned. Saturday, I
county Registry of Deeds Vol. 72, Page
461. conveyed to Michael AI. Morin
from a visit in Boston and Lowell. .on-' doing it, while* the hoy will get
a certain parcel or lot of land to
I L L SHOW YOU HOW CORNS .Mass. While away they visited Camp i the full extent of the law.
gether with the buildings
thereon.
Dev ens where Air. Sharpe's brother
! situate in said Eagle Lake and being
PEEL OFF!
I a part of land formerly owned by Ever Peel a Banana Skin? T h a t ’s It! Harley, is stationed.
COMMUNICATION
Philomene J. Vianeour. bounded and
Houlton. Ah*.. Nov. 13, 1917.
Friends of Airs. George Pearson, of
“ I should worry about those corns
[described as follows, viz: Begining
To
the
Editor
of the Times.
Pittsburg.
Pa.,
formerly
Aliss
Helen
Just a word to those who have neglected their walls and
I just put some ‘Gets-It’ on.’ ’
j at the south-east corner of Village
Dear Sir;
Hume,
of
this
town,
will
he
interest
Corns
used
to
pester
the
world
into
lot
then
occupied
by
Jerre
Ouillette,
let them get dirty and out of date. IJ Can you afford to
j thence northerly along a 25 foot road a frenzy, enduring pain,digging, slic ed iri the announcement of the mar
On behalf of the local executive
--------------------- be behind the times w h e n ---------------------or street Fifty (50) feet to a stake, ing toes, tinkering with plasters and riage of her daughter, Alice
Hume committee of the Y. AI. G. A. War
.
j thence westerly, parallel with the tape, tryng to fix a corn so it wouldn’t
A small sum goes a long w ay when you buy some
j north line of said Jerre Ouillette lot, hurt. But now no one in the world [Denison, to Dr. George Edmeston Fahr, |vv 01’k Campaign, I want to place on
worry,”becausfe the moment j the wedding taking placeSaturday, j public record our cordial thanks to the
j-one hundred ( 100) feet to a stake, “ should
t r u l y u p - t o - d a t e W a l l P \ p e r f r o m me
“ Gets-It on, itmeans the en dixov. 3rd. at the home of the bride's -manager of the Bijou for the free
i thence southerly and parallel with you put
A handsom e line of W a ll Paper and M ouldings are now
'the first named bounds, Fifty (50)
; parents in Pittsburgh. Dr. Fahr a n d juse
the theatre for Sunday’s mass
; feet to a stake, thence easterly along
ready for your inspection - M y workm en are ready to
; his bride will reside in Ann Arbor, j meeting, likewise, to the clergymen
' and in the north line of the Treffle
do the work without fuss or bother to y o u —T ry them.
i Mich.. where the groom is on the ,°* nil the Houlton churches for their
Michaud lot, and the Jerre Ouillette
lot one hundred ( 100) feet to the
staff of the University of .Michigan sPlendid cooperation and leadership,
' place of beginning.
and especially to the editors of the
Medical School.
And whereas the condition of miid
TIM ES and the Pioneer for their
’ mortgage has been broken and re
N O T IC E O F F O R E C L O S U R E timely editorials and the generous
mains broken, now therefore, by rea
Whereas Harold C. Hillman and space
freely accorded us in
their
son of the breach of the condition
j Charles E. McGraw both of Island respective columns commending the
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
|Falls in the County of Aroostook and
mortgage.
|State of Maine by their mortage deed war work of the Y. M. C. A. and fost
D E A L E R IN
Eagle Lake, Maine, October 29,1917.

6 11

Wall P a p e r f o r You

Frank Sincock

PULLMAN

344
M IC H E L M. MORIN.
WItne ss: J. M. Brown,

AUTOMOBILE8

"O m of ths

Fam ous
Faso”

Your Next Tir

> £ * * »* -ttf-

The ru g g e d e n d u rin g , ground

gripping , anti-chid ‘ Chain * Tread
Next time you need a tire, buy a United States ‘Chain'
Tread.
You will get more real service ov.t of it at lower mileage
cost— than you have ever had out of any other make of
woven fabric pneumatic.

While you may h o p s wd are right, we Cnow v/e are right.
W e know, ??ecause we irsake the ‘Chain’ Tread.
W e know, because thousands upon thousands of motor
ists having once used the ‘Chain’ Tread, continue season
after season to remain ‘Chain’ Tread users.

,S2

W e know, because the tremendous sales increases show a
continuously growing increase in new users.
Put one of these nigged, enduring, ground-gripping
‘Chain’ Tread Tires on your car— and make comparisons.

United States Tires
A re Good Tires
'N o b b y '

‘Chain’

‘Royal Cord’

‘Usco’

‘Plain’

United Ststes Taboo and A cc « m o W «« Hoots A il the Stirling
F trtk mod IFtar That Make United Stotts Tint Sngrtme

*

AI— Tiros for M otor Trunks, Motor
Cyclos, Bicyehs, and Aoroplanos

I dated the twenty-fourth day of Auigust, A. D., 1904, and recorded in the
Aroostook Registry of deeds.
Vol.
! 208, page 259. conveyed to me, the
|undersigned, a certain lot or parcel
“ fietn-It'* Put* Yo u r F e e t In Clover
! of land situated in the village of Is—-It Kndn Corn* Quickly.
jland Falls, in the county of Aroosof a corn. There is nothing in t h e ; took, and being lot numbered 8 in
world like “Gets-It”— nothing as sure block M, according to the survey and
and certain— nothing that you can plan of E. H. Drury C. E. made In
count on to take off a corn or callus 1893, on file in the office of the R eg
every time, and without danger The ister of Deeds in Houlton. Said lot
com never grew that “Gets-lt” will being fifty feet on Burleigh Street, as
not get. It never irritates the flesh, shown on said plan, and extending one
never makes your toe sore. Just two hundred feet back, with buildings
drops of “Gets-It” and presto! the thereon, and including stock and tools,
corn-pain vanishes. Shortly you can and whereas the condition of said
peel the corn rirght off with your fin mortgage has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the
ger and there you are— corn-free and
happy with the toe as smooth and breach of the condition thereof I claim
corn-free as your palm. Never hap- a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
give this notice for that purpose.
j pened before, did it? Guess not.
Dated at Island Falls this twentyi Get a bottle of ‘‘Gets-It’’ today
from any drug store, you need pay no ninth day of October, A. D., 1917GEORGE W . YO R K
more than 25c, or sent on receipt of
price by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago, Bv Seth T. Campbell, His Attorney.

111.

3
mhiii <nmifiMiiiiiffivi/imri
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Storage for
Your Automobile
We aiv prepared to furnish storage for your
car this winter, in a b u i l d i n g that is a s j i e a r

Distributors for Aroostook County

W. H. BR O K EN SH IR E,
Local Campaign Director.

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

J th..
2 . formula
Z
f n a<r°1)rDr'
Trua^ discoverTnle.s
£
Family Laxative
i.fLXHiivu and
..
,,,
W orm Expeller.
Since then people hav e been writing us
letters like this
after'tak’ ha<1 I>inworm® very badly^Tnd
u taking part of a bottle of Dr. True’s
Llixer is very much better. Mrs Geor
gia Philpot. Houston, Texas.’’
This rea 'vorld*wide reputation as the
’ * "a e a,ui reliable remedy for worms
and stomach disorders ,vr both young
and I<1. At dealers’.
40c, 60c, and $1.00
Write us.
(J Auburn,

CHICHESTERSPILLS

tire-proof as can he huilt.

DIAMOND

S pecial s to ra g e price on F o r d C a rs
that w e have overhauled.
Brin°; your storage battery to us for safe k eepin g
this winter,

f f needed, we can

p ut it in

LADIES t
A*k jomr D n a iU for CRI-CHBS-TBR’S
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS in
Go ld metallic boxes, sealed
Ribbon.

Ta

m

no o t h b r .

Dmagtat aad a«k for ORI-<____

D IA M O N D B R A N D * P IL L S , for twenty-flv«
years regarded as Best, Safest, Always Reliable,

B O L D BY A L L DRUGGISTS
i TIME

l THIRD

r U P R Y U /U P R i: w orth
C V C n V T Y n C n C . TESTftr

FR EE OF CHARGE

-------- B E R R Y

&

H O U LTO N ,

B E N N ----------M A IN E

L. R. Ingraham , M an ager of Service Station
BRANCH

Putnam Hardware Company, Houlton, Maine

and vicinity, towards this nation-wide
drive for thirty-five million dollars.
W e recognize, Mr. Editor, your share
in the splendid result of our first
active days effort which netted eleven
hundred and fifty dollars.
Yours respectfully,

how often children suffer from worms
they would take care and guard against
this common ailment of childhood.
Signs of worms are: De
ranged stomach, swollen up
per lip. sour stomach, otfensRe breath, hard and full
belly with occasional griplngs
and pains about the navel,,
face of leaden tint «v«.
_________ 344 tn*Birii*MU pale
heavy and dull I «.
eyelids, itching- of th!
. ’ tw,tchl»W

good order.
JXO ,
J™ ///
1&.H

ering the spirit of broad
liberality.
Ion the part of the citizens of Houlton

AT

F u ll Line of Ford Cars

IS L A N D

FALLS

. F ull Lin e of Parts

Any adult suffering from cough,
cold or bronchitis, is Invited to call
at the Broadway Pharmacy and get
absolutely free, a sample bottle of
Boschee's German Syrup, a soothing
and healing remedy for all lung trou
bles, which has a successful record of
fifty years. Gives the patient a good
night’s rest free from coughing, with
free expectoration in the morning.
Regular sizes, 25 and 75 cents. For
sale In all civilized countries.
(Continued on page 4)
.
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fthe open, public buying and selling and it, too, is oversubscribed, the up- bond market, and in time even almost small investor. On the small bonds
put a stop to the buying and selling they amount to practically nothing.
| ’ 0f such a widely held investment as ward pressure will continue.
prices that might appear surious to
. One must own tens of thousands be
Liberty bonds would force their privProbably the great mass of invest- of stocks.
to those unfamiliar with such maneu
The ordinary investor who, for any fore he becomes richer or poorer by
ate purchase and sale at much greater (ors did not buy their Liberty bonds
vers was the heavy buying of threeany
price
differences in price, and so cause fa r'w ith any idea of immediately selling reason, desires to sell a Liberty bond a hundred dollars from
and-a-half per cents just before Octo
greater loss to some and gain to ^them, and are more interested in what should put in his order either direct movement that has occurred thus far. ber first. This was done by residents
others.
Iwill happen after the war than in any ly through a member of the stock j Curiously enough the bonds fell be
THE PRICE OF LIBERTY BONDS What, then, is the likely course of temporary price changes. History’ exchange in one of these four cities, low par the first day they were put of New York State who desired to have
nontaxable securities in their lists
By Albert W. Atwood
Liberty bond prices?
Prediction is may not repeat itself; but there has or through some reputable broker or on the Stock Exchange. There was over October first, which is tax day
Few If any financial subjects will
always a rash business unless one has been a striking
uniformity in
the banker, who, in turn, will see that it talk of German raids;
but it was It is a usual thing for all nontaxable
interest more people from now on
the cards stacked. But in this case course of government bonds during is sold on one of the big exchanges. found that an individual who was securities to take a boom just before
than the market price of Liberty
they
are practically
stacked.
In the last hundred years— which is the Only in rare cases is it wise to trade described
by
the governing
com tax day, and the first Liberty bonds
bonds. These bonds are being sold
other words, so long as the Govern- only period of history in which enough such a valuable investment as a L ib  mittee of the Stock Exchange as re will share this sort of popularity from
directly by the Cover iment to the
ment maintains its present financial of them existed to make comparison erty bond for an unknown stock or pentant and willing to contribute one now on.
people at a fixed price of one hun
policy— a policy that is most unlike possible. Government bonds have, in other property, or to attempt to sell , hundred thousand dollars to the Red
The Normal Unit
dred per cent; but, once a bond has
ly to be altered— Liberty bond prices nearly all cases, violently fallen dur it through parties who have no con Cross had thoughtlessly sold his bonds
Of course a person who has bought
passed out of the hands of the Govern
are almost certain to stay up close to ing wars and recovered to a great ex nection with members of the stock below 100. Then for a few weeks
a Liberty bond from the Government
ment to any subscriber, he is free to
Even where a na exchanges where the bonds are list everyone was afraid to seli
what subscribers originally paid, and tent afterward.
many at par and sells it for a little less
sell it for less or more than he paid
tion has been defeated— as in France ed.
bonds and there seemed to be a peg might expect to lose, considering the
for it. At noon on June fifteenth last in time go still higher.
At times when Liberty bonds sell
wars and
in
The Government policy is to sell after the Napoleonic
ged market, or at least a sentimental fact that he also pays some brokerage
the first sale of Liberty bonds by the
trifle below par, fakers are sure to and tacit understanding that no bonds
bonds at not less than par— that is, Russia after its conflict with Japan
Government came to an end. Whistles
commission. In a number of such
Of spring up who, with a false show of should sell below 100. Finally Gov
one hundred per cent— and to allow the bonds have moved upward.
blew and bells rang, and before the
cases, however, there has been an
the owners of each issue to change course, when the Southern Confed generosity, offer to take them at par ernor Strong, of the Federal Reserve
sound had died away brokers on the
actual gain on the money invested,
them over into the next issue, having eracy ceased to exist its bonds be in exchange for some worthless stock Bank in New York, pooh-poohed the
Stock Exchange began to trade in the
because the accrued interest coming
they are seeking to peddle. Of course prevailing fears; since which
a higher rate of interest. For all came worthless.
time to the investor has more than offset
new bonds. Thus the market value
In this country, after the wartime none but the most hopelessly unso there have been no restrictions. Bonds
practical purposes this measure means
of property held by millions of people
his market loss and
commission
need has passed, government
bond phisticated would fall for this parti have at times fallen slightly below
that,
the
price
of
all
Liberty
bonds
btgAn to be subject to daily fluctua
charge.
This is a commonplace to
100 without any suggestion of German those accustomed to bonds, but often
tions, and will continue so subject will be automatically kept at one prices have always risen. This fact cular shell game.
is generally familiar to all and can
Never has such an effort been made influence; and likewise they
have
until they are finally paid off, years hundred per cent as long as the war
continues.
Moreover,
this
policy be traced from the Revolution to the to create a continuous and liquid mar gone above 100 for various reasons.
hence.
Continued on Page 5
Spanish-American War, though
the ket for any security as for Liberty
Nor Is It any reflection upon the guarantees that the early subscribers
most striking gains were made after bonds. The usual practice on the j
patriotism of people that they should shall receive just as high a rate, in
the Civil War.
But the same facts New York Stock Exchange, and on
course
of
time,
as
those
who
come
alt up and take notice when their
appear to be true of England, France, nearly all other American markets,!
in
at
the
very
last
or
darkest
period
property Is becoming more or less
Russia, Japan and even of several of is to deal in bonds and stocks at price
valuable.
People
are led to buy of the war, when rates will neces
the less civilized countries.
Some differences of one-eighth of one per
T o O b ta in
government bonds by two motives, sarily be high. This means that when
times
it
has
taken
long
periods
of cent.
On a hundred-dollar share of
so Inextricably mixed that no effort ever you subscribe for a Liberty bond
time for bonds to recuperate from a stock this means twelve and a half
to separate them will ever succeed— you will always receive a rate of in
war strain. On other occasions the cents variation. Probably in no other,
terest
which,
at
the
moment,
is
the
patriotism, and a desire to make their
period of recovery has been short, but form of trading in the business world [
savings work for them. To take away fair rate on capital as measured by
practically always the recovery has are price differences, either way, so
the
markets
of
the
world.
This
is
from the owner of a Liberty bond the
It makes possible
comfortable feeling
that the bond unique in the whole history of in ultimately taken place. The advance relatively small.
of
both
French
rentes
and
British
the
very
slow
and
gradual
adjustment
invest in sound
may become a little more valuable vestments.
consols after the Napoleonic wars, and of prices to changing conditions.
It
is
true
that
between
Liberty
than when he bought it— this would
of rents after the
Franco-Prussian
How the Bonds are Quoted
be like depriving him of bread and loans the price of the last issue may
W ar, was especially striking.
But
the Stock Exchange decided
fall
somewhat;
but
it
will
come
up
water. It Ik a fundamental human
It
is
the
firm
conviction
of
nearly
j
to
permit
trading in Liberty bonds at
again
as
soon
as
the
ndkt
issue
ap
motive— this desire for profit.
price
differences
of one-fiftieth of one
proaches
and
the
period
for
convert
all
bankers
that
Liberty
bonds
will
Speakers and writers who have as
sisted in floating the two Liberty ing or exchanging the old into the go well above par after the war. Of per cent. The result has been that
of bonds
change
That
is course economic conditions may be great quantities
C irculars on Request
loans, and who have been Impressed new bonds comes near.
hands
without
any
serious
variation
exactly
what
happened
between
the
so
altered
as
to
make
all
precedents
with the necessity
of putting
the

J

F f I N A N C IA L j

A L ib e ra l Incom e
Conservatively
Public Utility Bonds and Notes

first and second loans, and probably worthless. On the other hand, many in price.
will occur again between the second of the upward movements in govern
Though tne Dasis of price changes
ment bonds of this and other coun was one-fiftieth, a sort of
decimal
and third.
In England the Government has set tries, following wars, have been in system was employed for more than
aside a small sum each month to buy the face of changed social and eco a month to report these changes, and
up any of its bonds offered for sale nomic conditions that probably seem considerable confusion resulted. A
below par; and in that way prices ed, at the time, disastrous and revo bond was reported sold at, say 99.13;
have been maintained. Our Treasury lutionary.
but this did not mean $99.13. It meant
has no such provision; but, on the
There are four great market places $99 13-50 or $99.26. To avoid the in
other hand, England has not provid where Liberty bonds may be sold— evitable confusion, a new and very
ed for the conversion of each of its the stock exchanges in Boston, New simple method of reporting was then
when one desires.
Our policy York,
Philadelphia and C h i c a g o . adopted, which gives the exact price
One bids a gift good-by forever; loans into the next.
more Though the turnover in all
these in dollars and cents. A reported price
but not so with a loan. The very es would seem the broader and
sence of lending is to give the tem certain.
markets has been large and steadily of 99.90 now means $99.90 for a hun
porary use of something, with the
on the increase, New
York is the dred-dollar bond, and $999 for a thouThe Appeal to Rich Men
condition, expressed or implied, that
More than
forty- sand-dollar bond.
The first Liberty bonds are further primary market.
it shall be returned. And it is not bound to stay up in price because of five million dollars of Liberty bonds
Despite minor and temporary news
enough that the Government should their extremely attractive appeal to were bought and sold on the New paper alarms, it should be recognized
return the money
in fifteen years. rich men, being free from all taxes. York Stock Exchange in September; that Liberty bonds have really varied
Olio may desire his money in ten j This will insure them a certain and and usually more of them find a mar- remarkably little in the five months
years, five years or one year. A n d ,, ready market. The second bonds are ket there in one day than on the three or so during which they have been
vales* the bond can be sold for at |not free from all Federal taxes; but other exchanges together in a week,
subject to public buying and selling.
least as much as was paid for it, the j their total freedom from all state and
No doubt large blocks are handled From June fifteenth to the end of the
loan does not prove safe and sound local taxes adds enormously to their by brokers and bankers
privately, first week in October the price of the
and good. If the price falls far be value and will tend to keep them up outside the exchanges; but it is the first issue— the three-and*-a-half per
low what was paid originally, the in in price.
effort of the various excange au- cents— has shown an extreme variavestment then turns out very badly
Future issues of bonds may natur thorities to make
their floors
the tion of exactly one point, or one per
ally be expected, likewise, to have chief markets, and probably, as time cent. A newspaper sensation occurs
indeed.
Increasing Interest Rates
some special attractive feature.
goes on, the trading will be steadily every time they go up a tiny fraction !
There would be no advantage, of
A third reason why all Liberty bonds heavier, especially- in New York.
Tf or fall at the same rate.
j
course, in forbidding the purchase will tend to keep to a good price level the war should continue long it is , Such changes in price as take place
and sale of Liberty bonds on the stock is the oversubscription that attend probable that operations in Liberty : in these bonds, or are likely to occur,
exchanges. Such a course would not ed the first loan. If more people ask bonds will practically monopolize the are of insignificant importance to the.
prevent the price from going either for bonds than there are bonds to give
up or down. It would merely con them, there are sure to be buyers to
ceal what was going on elsewhere, keep prices up. Of course nothing is
or, at the most, postpone inevitable known about the third loan at this
readjustments. To forbid or prevent writing; but if there is a third loan,
facts in simple language, have dwelt
upon the idea that a bond Is not a
gift, Uke a subscription to the Red
Cross, but a loan upon which the
subscriber draws interest. “You lend
your money at Interest; you do not
give It,** they repeat. If this be true,
« p4 of course it is, confidence in the
soundness of the investment depends
upon being able to collect the loan

Bonbright & Co.
Incorporated

R. A. & E.

Shaw m ut
NVw York

Philadelphia

I.. M A N N I N G ,

Bank

M ANAGERS

B u ildin g,

Chicago

Boston

Detroit

Ixmdon

Paris

HAROL D P. MARSH, Representative, 15 State St., Bangor

Equipment
A C heckin g Account is an important part of you: finan
cial equipment in the conduct of business.
gressive merchant w ould be without it.

In

No

pro

selecting

your depository, consider the security and good service
of the Houlton T rust Company.

Your ( becking Account is invited.
"
T yi fi '
* -k J p

THE QUALITY OF A CLARION

P E R U N A Best All
Around Medicine
I Hope Ever M a d e
You
W itt
Publish
This
Letter

is the quality of the highest
grades of pig iron obtainable
plus the q u ality of expert
workmanship. W e use every
care to give Clarions the qual
ity that means lasting service.
Results are uniformly right in
consequence.

Mr. W . H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St., At
lanta, Georgia, writes:

“I suffered for fifteen years with
rheumatic symptoms. Peruna cured
me and I think it is the best all
around medicine ever made. I hopo
you will publish this letter for tho
benefit of others who suffer.”

Those who object to liquid medi
cines can procure Peruna Tablets.

■o v e r c o a t s

Successful everywhere.
V C O D & B IS H O P C O .

B a n g o r , M a in e

BANK

L
tiuiu

uy iiiumuuu auu Grant

W IT H

US.

Co.. Houlton, Maine

with

s n a p

Give an added zest to outdoor activity in the winter time. Young men and men
who feel young seek something more in an outdoor garment than protection from
the cold. They w ill find it in the Overcoats we are showing.

AH that is best in Suits, Fur Coats, Underwear, Hosiery,
Hats, Caps, Shirts and heavy working Pants.
Boys Suits with extra Pants.
ali new Fall styles.
. . .

This Bank earnestly seeks to be of service to you in
helping you to conserve your funds.
Do not waste your spare dollars— do not let them remian idle.

M ade in Maine.

Splendidly tailored
.

1

P iz

\Y E

O F F K R

S U P> f E C T

TO

PRIOR

S A L E

Eastman Car Company
First M ortgage Sinking Fund 6%

B onded
Due Serially— M ay, 1918 to M ay,
A

1927

legal investment for M aine Savin gs
----- -------

Banks --------------------------

Price 100 and Interest Yielding 6 i

L. S. PURINGTON
Houlton, Marine

Circular mailed upon application

HAYDEN, STONE & COMPANY
180 M iddle Street

P o rtlan d , M aine
839
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WAK TAX NOW W EFFECT
H io great ib m o of the American
people will now realise, as possibly it
ppier before has realised, the fact
tfeat this country is at war, because
m large variety of war taxes, with
Which they hitherto have been ac
quainted only through the newspa
pers. will implant themselves firmly
UB the
consciousness through
the
medium of the pocket-book. The tax
went into effect Nov. 1.

first weekly premium is the tax. This
Freight
A tax of three per cent, of the applies to amounts not in excess of
amount paid
for transportation
of $500. Almost all insurance companies
property by freight, by rail or water, j have arranged
to pay these taxes
is imposed. This includes amounts i themselves.
collected for freight charges, recon-1 On marine, inland, causualty and fire
signment, milling in transit, switch- insurance written, a tax of one cent
ing, ferry cars, heater, refrigerator or |on each $1 or fraction thereof of the

J

The same will apply to loose pearls.
Seventh. Entry of merchandise at
All dealers in jewelry are held to be custom house.
retailers who sell only to personal cus
Eighth. Entry or withdrawal of
tomers and do not make sales for re merchandise from custom house bondsale. Any dealer who sells to retail ed warehousedealers will be regarded as a whole
Ninth. Parcel post packages.
saler.
Tenth. Passage ticket, one way or
The following articles, whether made round trip, transportation by vessels
; of precious or imitation metals, to be |from the United States to destination

probability of powdery scab ever b e |coming established, in the dryer and
warmer portions of the State of
Maine, is slight. Moreover in Aroos(took county, where* the disease at*
1tabled its greater development a few
years ago, its prevalence is markedly
influenced by seasonal climatic con-

j

ditions.
other special car. icing,
wharfage, j premium must be paid,
loading, unloading, trimming, milk:
Admissions to theatres and other j carried on the person, will be consid- not in the United States, Canada or
The seasons of 1913 and 1914 furn
and cream, and newspapers in pas- 1places of amusement for which the'ered Jewelry: Dorean powder boxes, Mexico.
ished relatively large
amounts of
Eleventh. Powers of attorney.
senger service, special train and cir- charge is more than five cents wili be |vanity boxes, stamp boxes, match box
powdery scab but since that time
cijs movements. It does not include taxed at the rate of one cent for every es, cigarette cases, cigar cases, eyeTwelfth. Promissory notes, except the amount (oun<1 ln the Aroostook
On every telegram costing fifteen storage, demurrage, weighing charges, in d e n t s or fraction thereof of the glass cases, eyeglass chains, eyeglass banknotes issued for circulation,
potato crop has declined to almost
cents or more the people will pay a customs duties or movements of com- 1)rjee.
holders, lorgnettes, lorgnons. card ! Thirteenth. .Produce, sales or on
nothing. Undobutedly some of
this
tax of five cents.
pany material or material transportThus on a ticket costing 10 cents, eases, vinaigrettes, handkerchief hold- j exchange.
■decline is of a teifiorary nature and
suspenders,
emblem , Fourteenth. Proxies. except
for due to climatic conditions of individ
On every telephone call which they ed by one carrier belonging to another one (.ent must be paid; on a ticket ers, garters,
make and for which
the charges which constitutes a part of the same costing 50 cents, five cents; on one charms, emblem pins, emblem buttons, use in religious, charitable, education- ual seasons, but there is reason to
rnesh bags, memorandum books, lip j al. fraternal, or literary societies or
•mount to fifteen cents or more, they railroad system The tax is imposed costing $1.00, 10 cents,
believe that the decrease in the
on .shipments consigned from one i \ 0 tax under this provision shall salve cases, eyebrow pencils, cigar public cemeteries,
w ill pay a tax of five cents.
amount of powdery scab produced In
On Oct. 4 the full taxes went into
On every railroad ticket which costs point in the United States to another. i)e levied, however, against entertain- cutters, compasses, key chains, key
the infected areas may be made per
effect
on various alcoholic and “ soft"
rings
and
like
articles.
This
includes
Alaska.
Hawaii
and
the
nients
exclusively
for
the
benefit
of
more than 35 cents they will pay a
manent to a greater or less extent,
Tennis racquets, golf clubs, baseball drinks, mineral and table waters, car- if present methods are followed and
but excludes religious, educational or charitable
tax of eight per cent, of the purchase District of Columbia,
price. This does not apply to commu Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands, institutions, societies or organization bats, lacrosse sticks, balls of all kinds, j bolic acid gas and various kinds of improved upon.
Shipments from the United States or to agricultural fairs whose profits fishing rods and reels, billiard and p o o l1boats. Additional taxes on the transtation tickets for distance of 30 miles
Much greater care is now being
or less, but it does apply to all great to Canada, between points in Canada aj-e not distributed to stockholders or tables, chess and checker boards, dice, fers of estates of persons dying after taken than ever
before to select
games and parts of games (except play- that date also went into effect,
and from Canada to the United States members.
er distances.
sound, healthy potatoes for planting,
All club dues in excess of $12 a year, ing cards and children's toys and ! Taxes which went into effect Jan. 1
On every stateroom on a train or are not subject to this tax. For careand disinfection to prevent the in
takers
on
freight
trains
paying
fare
including
initiation fees, are taxed at games) will be taxed three per cent. *this year were the war income tax and
steamboat; on every sleeping berth;
troduction of disease by means of
Levies on Cosmetics
the excess-profits tax.
the rate of 10 per cent. Fraternal and
on every seat in the Pullman chair see paragraph f>.
the seed tubers is more generally
Proprietary medicines will pay two i With the new three cent rate for
Basis of assessment.
The tax is beneficiary organizations.
however,
cars, and on every similar
“ extra"
practiced than in the past. It has
per cent.
|letters effective Friday, the postoffice
on
amounts
paid
and
due
from
the
aro
exempt.
traveling convenience they must pay
been shown that, even in northern
Chewing gum will be taxed two per { department has instructed postmasters
Automobiles, motortrucks and mo10 per cent, of the entire charges. corporation, partnership or person
Maine, severe outbreaks of powdery
cent.
j to return to senders, if known, letters
Should a person, for instance, order paying for the service of facilities tor ton yclos of all kinds on that date
scab are restricted to the wet, poor
Cameras will be taxed three per cent j bearing insufficient postage- If sendof property
by become liable to a 3 per cent tax.
a drawing room for himself alone on the transportation
ly drained soils of a definite type and
On all the above, except films, a j ers are not known and the letters bear
Talking
machines, piano-players
a Pullman car.^ie must pay the tax freight when such services are fully
that the disease is seldom of much
floor tax of one half the full tax, was! (he old two cent postage stamps, they
rendered
after
midnight
of
Oct.
51.
and
their
rolls
and
records
become
on all the "extra” charges which the
consequence on the best types Of po
levied from October 4, on all stocks on ( will be sent to the addressee and the
Pullman conductor collects from him. 11917. and on all collect consignments liable to the three per cent. tax.
i
tato land. The fact that potato grow 
.deficient postage collected.
which start on the journey before Nov.
Motion-picl are films not exposed I hand by dealers,
ers in the infested districts have learn
The exact wording of the law m re 1. 1917. but which do not reach des
Cigars, cigarettes, tobacco and kin
will he taxed one-fourth of one cent
ed to recognize what types of soil to
spect to passenger fares follows:
tination until after midnight Oct .’,1. a linear foot. Filins containing a pic dred products will begin to pay the full CONDITIONS
WHICH INFLU avoid is without doubt an important
From point in U. S. to another or 1917. The tax will not apply on pre ture ready for projection will be taxed tax. They have been subjected to a
ENCE THE DEVELOPMENT
factor in reducing the amount of dis
to any point in Canada or Mexico, paid consignments
floor tax of one-half the full tax since
where the
bill t,ne-half a cent a linear.foot.
ease in the crop.
OF
POWDERY
SCAB
OF
exclusive of commutation tickets lading is issued prior to Nov. 1. 1917,
Oct. 4.
Charges on Jewelry
In a later number of this series
POTATOES
or season tickets less than 50 miles, nor on consignments where all serv
Postage* cm first class mail matter
“ {'pon any article* commonly or
will
be given the details of a green
or transportation costing not to ex ices are performed prior to Nov. 1.
will pay a tax of one cent an ounce in Soil, Temperature and Moisture Are
commercially known as j e w e l r y ,
house
experiment which confirms, un
ceed 35c (Sec. 500) on
amount 1917, but collection of charges not
addition to present rates, except that
Lim iting Factors
whether real or imitation, the tax is
der
control
conditions, the conclusions
paid therefor
8 per cent. made until after No,. 1. 1917.
three* per
In this
P»-i emit, on all sales.
deducted from the more general field
Seats, Berths or Stateroom Tickets,
The amount of the tax collected
. *Thi means that , letters .mailed in the
A few years ago powdery scab wgi
connection the commissioner of inobservations relative to the effect of
in Sleeping or Parlor Cars or on should be shown on freight bills oppo
or delivery *n
in the city will go for 1a very
ve ry live topic with Maine potato
pota.it
Ins made* a ruling' ty *or
t e r n a l R e v e n u e ..... ..........
------- r, ,
variations in soil temperature
and
Vetsels. (Sec. 500)— on amount paid site the wprds "Revenue 'rax.'* which
two cents, while those mailed for de- growers and shippers as well as with
which in effect is that watches which!
moisture
upon
the
development
of
therefor
l<> per cent. may be* written cm stamped on tin*
nts than he- ^ vorv *° P°in<s outside the city limits ; growers in other states who dependused
more
as
ornamei
ar
the
disease.
Telegraph, Telephone or Radio dis freight bill or bill lading.
will cost three cents. This ruling e{] upon Maine seed. Following the
CHAS. D. WOODS,
patches and messages, originating
!
makes
it possible to send a letter about discovery of the disease in Maine in
g«v
sent
pack
a
i
mi
*
*
1
.;
On all par.
as “ jewelry."
Director.
within the U. S. each message or
20 miles from League Island to B y -; 191R it became a subject of intensive
<i oar* r* ’ll for' every
by ex \n> - s a (
'file taxable classification includes
dispatch of 15c or more. (Only one
berry for two cents, whereas it would .study in this State both by the Maine
2u (*■ Its <if th I'« >St mu ,t hr“ paid
all ornaments worn solely for person
payment required on each.)
Sec.
cost three cents to send it from that Agricultural Experiment Station and
there
is
pipt
s
throirrh
On oil sent
SOME POTATO PARINGS
al adornment, all precious stones and
500)— on amount paid therefor
part of Oak Lane in the city limits to the United States Department of
m
Iransof
t
cent.
per
five
of
a
tax
Good
seed potatoes, free of blight
pearls,
both
real
and
imitation
wheth
$.05
that part which lies over the city line. Agriculture.
portation chat Res.
and rot, are always worth saving for
er cut or uncut, and precious stones
Tickets, not partially used, or mile
or to Shanghai.
1 Powdery scab is now known to ocone’s own future crop, or to supply
On all m*w oriii* airy lire i !su> a 'C(‘ cut but not set. Pearls matched, dril
age books purchased prior to N o
Postal cards will cost one cent extra <ur in Maine. New York, Minnesota.
on
ea*
h
cents
others.
of
emht
lax
policies
a
led and temporarily strung will not The only exception is in a case of a
vember 1. 1917. and fares paid bv
Washington and Oregon.
A careful
Feed the cull potatoes to the hogs.
cash on train, are subject to tax 1$1imi worth of insurance or fraction b■* regarded as jewelry when sold for postcard that contains printing only, survey of the distribution of the disfnrtli r manufacture
or completion, in addition to the name and address ease has shown that in each of these
and tax will be collected by conduc I thereof must be paid
the potatoes thoroughly and mix
On all new industrial ins.eaurr but *. ill be regarded as jewelry when of sender and addressee. It will ac states where it has been found it is with corn meal, shorts, or bran. Skim
tor or agent to whom prc.-cntm!.
w ritte n a tax of 4<> per cent, ol ilc* sold to a customer for personal use. cordingly, cost as much to send a writ- confined entirely to those
(Sec. 500.)
portions milk is a good addition.
Grading potatoes for market in
ten postcard within the ci ty limits as which have a relatively cool growing
creases
the possibilities of sales and
a letter.
; season, associated
with
abundant
Taxes on Documents
rainfall. An extensive series of ex- raises the price received. Keep culls
On Dec. 1 the public will ob'ain u'perimonts conducted by the Federal on the farms and save the cost of
still greater realization of the fact that pathologists in 12 different
eastern hauling.
the United States is at war by paying states from Massachusetts to Florida
Potatoes add succulence to the
“ stamp taxes" on the following:
have shown quite conclusively that
dairy ration.
Where corn silage Is
First. Bonds, debentures or cortili- powdery scab will not develop under
not
available
and
there are plenty of
cates of indebtedness.
the climatic conditions which exist
small potatoes, a peck a day will give
,ii 11 ,ift, 11:11 chii immininnn1111 ki m im
Second. Bonds, indemnity or surety then*.
Third. Capital stock, issued.
Fourth. Capital stock,
sales or
transfers.
Fifth. Conveyance of real estate.
Sixth. Drafts or cheeks not pay
able at sight or on demand.

In Maine it has appeared only in
Aroostook and certain parts of Pen
obscot and Washington counties and
there is very little reason to think
that the infected area is likely to in
crease materially. In other words the

a market increase in milk flow. They
should be introduced into the ration
gradually and should be run through
a root cutter to avoid the possibility
of choking the animal.

i
USED GAR S A L E
$1095

at the Overland Sales Rooms, Bangor St., Houlton
Starting Monday morning, Nov. 12—One Week Only

F.O.B. DETROIT
iTh* apple always ielk to tibia ground.
It cannot F A L L UP,
The ia e x o ra b l* law of gravity will
not let iL
Tha priea of the Mazwoll doted cart—
$1095— was fixed in u eod an M with another
inoxorable law*

A discount clearance sale o f used cars, at amazingly low prices. Eleven distinctive
— — bargains which meet every demand o f size, style and purse--------------No. 1— Overland, Model 79, 4 cylinder,

5 passenger, extra tube, chains,
etc , good condition
$250.00
No. 2— Chevrolet, 4 cylinder, 5

pas
senger, electric lights and starter,
5 tires practically new,
$300.00

No. 3— Maxwell, Model 25, 4 cylin

der, 5 passenger, electric lights
and starter, extra tire
$300.00

For lets than $1095 it would bo im
possible to giro you doted cart combining—at
they are combined in the Maxwell—beauty,
grace, comfort, efficiency, durability, economy
and standard equipment.

No. A — Overland Model 81, 4 cylinder,

For more than that, on the other hand,
you could only gat larger tiae or fender fur-

No. 5— N yberg, with the famous Ru-

n in U h g a .

Besides the Maxwell 5 peseengai Sedan,
tipessanger Berime and 3-passenger Coupe,
all prieedat $109& we offer the Maxwell tour
ing car with a beautiful all-weather top*
priced, complete, at $855.

5 passenger, electric lights and
starter, in the best of condition,
five new tires
$350.00

L a w lls Building'. K endell St.

No. 8— Overland Model 80, 4 cylinder
5 passenger, lights and starter,
engine tire pump, demountable
rims, with extra tires, recently
overhauled and in fine mechanical
condition
$400.00
No. 9-—Saxon 0 cylinder, 5 passenger,
electric lights and starter, slight
ly used, extra fine condition
$450.00

tenber Motor, 4 cylinder, 5 pas
senger, finest of mechanical con
dition and best of tires $350.00
No. 6— Maxwell, 4 cylinder, 5 passen
ger, electric lights and starter. 1
man top, ohains, extra tubes, new
tires, car slightly used.
$350.00
No. 7— Chevrolet 4 cylinder, 5 pas

senger, electric lights and start

HOULTON MOTOR COMPANY

er, 5 perfect tires, shock absorb
ers, bumper, demountable rims,
in excelent condition, run very
little,
$350.00

No. 10— Cadillac 7 passenger, equip
ped with bumper, engine tire
pump, demountable rims, e t c ,
perfect condition
$550.00
No. 11— Overland Model 86, 6 cylin
der, 7 passenger, electric lights
and starter, engine tire pump,
etc., practically new, used only as
a demonstrator, an ideal family
car
$875.00

E. E. W entworth Corp.
THESE PRICES PREVAIL DURING THIS SALE ONLY

F. F. Harrison, Manager
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R£XALL

MODERN

METHOD

OF

ADVERTISING

REXALL

VIOLET DULCE

TOOTH PASTE

PREPARATIONS

A perfect dentriflce anticeptic and deordorant
Cleans and whitens the

The kind most dainty
women prefer.

teeth.

25c Talcum ( Flesh and
white)
2 for 26c

Comes out flat on the

25c Soap.

brush.

25c Cold ('ream
2 for 26c

2 for 26c

50c Face Powder
2 for 5"tc
TH E ODOR IS
LASTI NG

W ednesday, Thursday, Friday, Nov. 2l, 22 and 23
Opeko Breakfast
Coffee
ONE

CENT

1/

40c

[q

HOUSEHOLD NEEDS

tin
il/
1
ITft
111)
0 ’

25c Cherry Bark Cough
Syrup. 2 for 26c

76c

TOILET GOODS

36c

50c Exzema Oniment
2 for 51c
25c Carthartic Pills 2 for 26c

‘iiOMUSir f a s ?

50c Kidney Pills. 2 for

CASCADE LINEN E NV EL OP E S

Standard Price one cake lOc

25c Headache Powders
2 for 26c

Made to match Cascade Linen Pound Paper
Standard Price per
This Sale
package l5c
2 for

This Sale two cakes 4 4 ^
for I I C

25c Koko Kaskets. 2 for 26c
rf)

Standard Price 75 cents
This Sale, 2 for

Exceptionally good q u a li t y.
white, linen finish stock.
Standard Price one pound 35c
Two pounds for

Unexcelled in quality, lathers freely in any water.
One trial will convince youthere is nothing better tor
the price.

$1.00 Celery and Iron
Tonic, 2 for $1.0!

'ip '

Cascade Pound Paper

Rexall Toilet Soap

25c Baby Cough Syrup
2 for 26c

Rose, Lilac. Violet
An exceptional value

T H E P L A N : Pay the regular price for any item here ad
vertised and w e will sell you another of the same kind for
one cent.
P U R P O S E : This sale was developed by the
United D rug Co. as an advertising plan. The company sac
rifices the profits and something besides in order to get a
larger distribution of its meritorious products and you get
the benefit..........................................

of

Standard price 39c
This Sale
2 for

3 ODORS

--------------- appreciate a modern drug store service----------------

1 Pound of Coffee for
A pleasing blend
, high grade coffee

Harm ony Toilet W ater

W e are making this sale for the benefit of our patrons who

51c

16c

50c Syrup of White Pine ami
W ild Cherry.

vi.
<v
'* ' ■
fir

25c

2 for 51c

Charcoal

and

Tablets.

2 for 26c

15c
25c
10c
10c
25c

50c W hite’s Liniment
2 for 51c
25c Cold Tablets,

2 for 26c

50c Nail Files

2 for 51c

Rubber G oods
HOT

W ATER

2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for

Peroxide
Peroxide
Household Amonia
Lime Water
Vanilla

LORD

SYM BOL

25c
loo
15c
25c
INc

Lemon
Wasli Clothes
Wash Clothes
Silver Polish
Hand Cleanser
$1.00 Character Dolls
15c Filterers

Household Articles-Miscellaneous

Pepsin

BALTI MORE
LINEN W R I TI N G

16c
26c
11c
11c
26c

Moulded, all ru bber W a te r Bottle, one that

Jadfattimore

$1.51

5c Stork Nipples,

j^ rrn
wmtTitim 0A*§m
fWgHTv-rnf* c«iits

Over

unbreak able

,1 M

$ 1

head
.0 1

2 for
L A R G E

Q U E E N

O L I V E S

Stuffed and Plain
One bottle

35c Stalwart Linen.

2 for 36c

CO lf>e Cascade Envelopes

2 for 16c

loo Lord Baltimore Env.

2 for 11c

35c Cascade Linen

2 for 36c

Rexall Cold Cream
An antieeptic and healing Cold Cream,
especially recommended for chapping and
roughness of the skin caused by exposure
to the sun and wind.

35c, this Sale
T w o fo r

3

ft

36c

the

50c Guth Caramels.
5c Liggett’s Mints
5c Liggett’s Mint Gum

List

@M(ream

2 for 51c
2 for*6c

26c

of

i iv
r

w

Goods

S Y M O N D S IN N C O C O A
M ade from pure Cocoa Beans,
unexcelled
in quality, w ithout any adulteration.

200 cups of Tea for

1c
A blend of the choicest and most
carefully selected leaves, the stand
ard of excellence
Standard price 50c,
This
Sale two packages for

51c

H E iv
r

COMPANY
R I K E R ’S

The ^t& xaJU L Store
|P

6 0 M A IN

V I O L E T W IT C H

Ricker’s Violet Witch Hazel is distilled from
the finest Witch Hazel Twigs, and is delight
fully perfumed.

This Sale, two for

HOULTON,

HAZEL

Standard Price, one bottle 40c

STR EET

25c

26c

Opeko Tea

T

DRUG

Standard Price, one Jar
25c
This Sale two J a r s’
for

2 for 6c

store.......................................

c o iv
ie

Standard Price
This Sale two fo r

CANDY

<<!

Y ou will find many there that you will surely want, and at
the rem arkable prices at which w e are offering them it
will pay you to lay in a supply.
Talk it over with your
neighbors, tell your friends.
M ake up a shopping party
and come to “The Rexall Store” W ednesday, Thursday
and Friday.
M any more bargains will be found upon
visiting the

Character Dolls
Girl,

Standard
price 25c
This Sale
two for

26c

2 fo r 6c

L o o k
and

2 for 36c

21c Rose Glycerine Lotion
,
2 for 26c

o

$1.00 R u bber Gloves, 2 fo r $1.01

Boy

35c Toyland Stationery,

ff.

Standard Price $1.50

for

2 for 11c

P

is guaranteed
Full T w o Q u art Capacity
This Sale two

10o Glue
PAPER

A high grade white fabric finish
Writing Paper, 24 sheets of paper. 24
Envelopes in this package

BOTTLES

2 for 26c
2 for 11c
2 for 16c
2 for 26c
2 for 19c.
2 for $1.01
2 for 16c

40c ( ’ream of Roses. 2 for 41c
2.r)c Violet Duloe Soap
2 for26c
2f>c Violet I Juice Talcum
2 for 20c
5ii<- Violet Dulce Comp.
Powder.
2 tor 51c
2.r)c Violet Dulce ( ’old ( ’ ream
Tubes.
2 for 26c
7.1c Bouquet Jeanice Comp.
Powder,
2 for /6c
71c Larmony Toilet Water
2 for 76c
21c Cold Cream.
2 for 26c
10c Rexall Toilet Soap
2 for 11c
•iuc Violet Dulce Liquid
Comp. Powder.
2 for 51c
40c Violet Witch Hazel
2 for 41c
luc Sage and Sulphur Hair
Tonic.
2 for 51c

MAINE

41c

